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Chapter 1: Literature Review 
 
CONTEMPORARY RESEARCH IN SCIENCE EDUCATION  
 
Hybrid Labs           

The implementation of Next generation Science Standards is fast approaching and with it 

comes a more focused look at cognition and cognitive strategies in the classroom. We want to 

know when students think, how they think, and what parts of their brains are utilized to think. 

Most importantly, we want to know what kinds of scientific activities actively engage students 

enough to build their cognitive skills, which is one goal of NGSS. Educators like to view 

cognition as a means of collecting functional knowledge to be applied to real-world activities and 

problems (Lamb, Antonenko, Etopio, & Seccia, 2018).  

This study looks at how, when, and where blood pools in students’ brains (hemodynamic 

response) when tested against four different teaching approaches: video-based lecture, immersive 

Serious Education Games (SEGs), a VR environment, and a hands-on activity (Lamb et al., 

2018). Researchers used the topic of DNA (Deoxyribonucleic Acid) as a topic upon which 100 

non-science major students performed these activities. fNIRS (Functional Near Infrared 

Spectroscopy) uses a subvisible light to detect where hemoglobin pools within the body or brain. 

It can be used to detect, in real time, where the blood pools based on the stimulus, such as a 

virtual reality (VR) laboratory activity (Lamb et al., 2018). They found that there was higher 

cognitive dynamics, increases in attention, and critical thinking in the students who performed 

activities with VR and SEGs (Lamb et al., 2018). Researchers discussed that this might be due to 

the cognitive demand of the platform for learning, rather than the demands of the content being 

taught. The study also investigated the content knowledge gains from the four modes of 

instruction and activity. By using a pre-test and post-test, researchers were able to measure the 
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academic gains students made (Lamb et al., 2018). Overall, researchers found that there were 

greater learning strides occurring in the trials using SEGs, VRs, and hands-on activities than in 

the video lecture. The former three activity formats were all equal in the level of learning 

outcomes and cognitive processing (Lamb et al., 2018). 

 A limitation in this study is the discrepancies of the modes of presentation of material. 

The hands-on activity, the VR, and the SEGs all utilize both the conceptualization and 

construction phase of the Meyer-Fowler model and the video lecture only covers the former. 

This means that, inherently, the students will have a weaker response on the fNIRS due to less 

stimulation cognitive input from the brain (Lamb et al., 2018). 

This study is important because there is little research in the area of observing learning on 

a visible platform. With the fNIRS technology, scientists can physically see exactly which areas 

of the brain the learner is pushing blood into in real time. A secondary goal that the researchers 

had for this study was to provide a source of methods for future scientists when working with 

this new technology in the scope of education research (Lamb et al., 2018). This study is also 

important for student and school use. With virtual technologies, students can log into a 

simulation and complete it n number of times, without using single-use or few-use classroom 

resources. At this point in the implementation of technology, there would be no more wasting of 

significant resources if the student starts over (Lamb et al., 2018). This also lends to the 

development of inquiry and exploration, partly due to the intriguing nature of these virtual 

programs, but also due to the reduction of pressure put on the students to do it correctly and only 

one time. They would now have time to explore the programs and the experiment/simulation 

being modelled. 
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There has been much discussion in recent years about the best methods in which to teach 

lab models. Some people believe wholeheartedly that hands-on is the most effective mode of 

interaction, but with the rapid advancement in technology we see today, this may no longer be 

the case. This study looks at the difference between 3 modes of labs: completely virtual labs with 

an in-person help center, alternating virtual and hands-on labs, and completely hands-on physical 

labs (Son, Narguizian, Bentlz, & Desharnais, 2016). The content-related lecture was the same for 

all three lab types and engaging inquiry-based tasks were assigned in each lab, including the 

designing of an experiment and the submission of a simple lab report (Son et al., 2016). 

 The purpose of this study was to investigate the impact that virtual labs made on learning, 

attitudes and costs of science students and classrooms (Son et al., 2016). The data collected 

included grades from the General Biology course that accompanied the study as well as the pre- 

and post-course surveys administered at the beginning and end of the semester. These surveys 

measured how much students felt that they learned/knew about biology from the beginning to the 

end of the course as well as their attitude toward biology and science. The researchers used 

Evolution as the main topic from which to pull data about conceptual learning because the topic 

can easily utilize all three modes of laboratory conduct. The researchers found that the students 

who took the hybrid course, alternating traditional hands-on labs and virtual labs, received 

significantly higher grades than the other two lab modes. On the other hand, the exclusively 

virtual lab class received the most repeatable grades (a C or lower, or a withdrawal from the 

class) (Son et al., 2016). The hybrid course also resulted in more positive attitudes from the 

students about biology and learning the course content (Son et al., 2016). By providing 

opportunities for students to test the experiments virtually on their own, and then also meeting 

with peers and an instructor to go over misconceptions and learn hands-on and practical 
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laboratory skills, students received the most complete and fulfilling biology education experience 

of the three lab modes.  

 A major weakness of the study was the varied content/activities being utilized in the 

different modes of laboratory instruction. The virtual labs tended to focus on experiment 

designing, while the hands-on labs focused on demonstrating and honing physical skills such as 

measurement (Son et al., 2016).  

 The results of this study show that there may be some benefit to including virtual labs in 

biology curriculum. However, it is clear that exclusively virtual biology courses with a lab 

component are not superior to hands-on or hybrid courses, according to the results. The change 

in attitude between the beginning and end of the course for the hybrid lab was the most 

significant and the most positive. This could potentially improve engagement in science learning 

and inquiry in future attempts at labs like these. The lower grades in the exclusively virtual lab 

class implies a weakness in this mode of experimentation when utilized exclusively. The 

researchers posited that the lower grades in these sections could be due to the rudimentary 

technology; perhaps the virtual platforms are not yet advanced enough to convey the concepts 

clearly. The study also found that the students in the exclusively virtual sections preferred some 

virtual labs over others. The quality and advancement of certain lab simulations over others 

results in skewed data against the virtual labs, but that is a hurdle that must be overcome with 

time and implementation of new technologies. I believe another explanation why there is a 

difference in grades and attitude between the virtual lab and the hybrid and hands-on lab might 

be that students might not take the labs as seriously since they are more removed from the 

science occurring and don’t have a physical person to answer to and ask questions to clarify 

misconceptions. It might not seem “as real” to them and therefore the experiments could be 
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considered less engaging. This would be a topic for further research in this area and could be 

done within a pre- and post- course survey as these researchers did. 

There has long been a source of conflict revolving around the dissection of organisms in 

the classroom for the sake of biological education. There are multiple stances one can take in 

opposition to animal use including: lack of respectful treatment of the animal corpses, the 

expense of the school to continuously buy the necessary supplies to carry out these labs, and the 

probability of the students reacting negatively to the exercise (i.e. fainting, refusing to complete 

the activity, or getting sick). It is only just recently becoming predominant in education, 

especially at the high school level for educators and administrators to inquire the students’ 

opinions of how they would best like to learn (Durand, Restini, Wolff, Faria, Couto, & Bestetti, 

2019). This study looks at the perception of students’ in the efficacy of learning in a physical 

versus virtual lab setting.  

 This study created 3 groups for the cohorts: one that utilized physical laboratory 

techniques and real animals, one that utilized exclusively virtual lab techniques, and a third that 

utilized both (Durand et al., 2019). Each student was asked to fill out a Likert-type survey that 

queried how the students felt about their learning in each lab mode. The survey asked questions 

in reference to knowledge acquisition and motivation, importance of reinforcing learning goals, 

skills acquired, need for animal use, learning impairment, and alternative methods (Durand et al., 

2019). Of the 122 students that were tested in the cohort utilizing both virtual and physical labs, 

the majority responded it was a format that best conveys the content, while building skills and 

increasing their motivation and knowledge acquisition (Durand et al., 2019). These students also 

mentioned that they preferred the physical labs to the virtual, stating that the lack of animal use 
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would impair their learning. However, there was no statistical difference in the final exam grades 

of the students across the 3 cohorts (Durand et al., 2019).  

 This study was administered on college students, specifically, medical, pharmacological, 

and dentistry students. This means that the researchers exclusively tested students who were 

already interested and knowledgeable about life sciences. This skews the results of the test in that 

we don’t know how this could be applied to a high school classroom where the students’ 

educational background is very generic (Durand et al., 2019).  

 This study found that students’ perceived their own learning to be impacted by the mode 

of lab they were participating in, however, the final quantitative results from the study indicated 

that students would most likely receive nearly equivalent grades on their final exam regardless of 

the mode of laboratory (Durand et al., 2019). This indicates that virtual labs do not impact a 

student’s content retention and conceptual understanding to a statistically significant degree and 

that students can still learn the material to a sufficient degree that they can be successful. Though 

the main takeaway should be that the students in the cohort that experienced the hybrid of 

physical and virtual labs responded indicating that they had the most positive and well-rounded 

version of the laboratory course. Because of this, one can look at some of the advantages of 

virtual labs as a means of supplementing traditional courses. There are some advantages to 

including virtual labs in the curriculum: 1) there is less teaching time for virtual labs and courses, 

meaning instructors can teach more sections. 2) Because the simulations will be fabricated, in 

pharmacology labs, there will be clear distinctions presented in the virtual lab when looking at 

the effects of drugs and less chance of experimental errors. 3) students will be able to complete 

these virtual labs at their own pace and repeat them as many times as need be (Durand et al., 

2019). Overall, students’ reaction to the study indicated that they preferred a hybrid of virtual 
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and physical laboratory to study physiology. They stated that it improved their motivation and 

knowledge acquisition, while also building valuable and necessary laboratory skills. According 

to the results of the final exam, there are no quantitative drawbacks to using virtual labs within a 

physiology classroom (Durand et al., 2019). 

Quantitative Literacy 

Recently, due to the stigma of teaching to the test that many science courses and teachers 

have been accused of practicing, there has been a push to teach students quantitative literacy 

skills framed in the context of disciplinary science courses. This study looks at the learning gains 

of college students taught quantitative and statistical scientific skills implicitly during college-

level biology courses (Beck, 2018). The study looked at one upper-level ecology course and one 

organismal biology course. Students were exposed to hands-on learning activities that focused on 

the analyzation of data and experimental design (Beck, 2018). Most of these skills were 

scaffolded into the projects and labs that students were assigned throughout the course as well as 

through instruction and discussion (Beck, 2018). 

 The researcher measured changes in quantitative and statistical understanding of 

his students by administering multiple choice quizzes pre- and post-activity. The tests measure 

students’ abilities in quantitative and statistical skills before and after they underwent the course, 

as well as their opinions about how well they thought they learned the material and the skills 

associated (Beck, 2018). The study found that the ecology course did not show a drastic change 

in the understanding of statistical and quantitative concepts by the students. However, the 

organismal biology course students showed an increase in their quantitative skills. The 

researcher reports that the gains in student learning were small and differed depending on the 

semester and class taught, but overall there was no sufficient result to indicate that implicit 
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teaching of quantitative and statistical skills helped students to develop these skills (Beck, 2018). 

However, the semester with the greatest learning gains was associated with a class that had the 

greatest number of freshmen students enrolled. The author hypothesizes that these students may 

already be highly achieving to be taking higher-level biology and ecology courses in their first 

year and this potentially skewed the results (Beck, 2018).  

 One limitation in this study is that the researcher only carried on the study over two 

semesters and only with two separate classes that he taught (Beck, 2018). This makes the data he 

accumulated unreliable in that there are not enough replications of the trials, which is cause for 

concern because he admits that the results and student scores varied across semesters (Beck, 

2018). 

 While the researcher does not consider this study to have successfully and effectively 

taught students quantitative and statistical skills through implicit instruction, he hypothesizes that 

explicit instruction could potentially be more effective (Beck, 2018). The author cites numerous 

studies in his own research paper to defend this hypothesis. This is possibly true; however, 

another explanation could be that there was not enough time allotted per course to show the gains 

students would come to with the implicit teaching of quantitative and statistical skills. This 

would not be an issue in a high school level class where the average public-school provides 

biology in a full-year, nine-month, course. It’s possible that 9 months would be more than 

enough time to scaffold implicit teaching into the curriculum seamlessly and sufficiently for 

statistically significant learning gains and development to be measurable by the researcher 

(Beck, 2018). The fact that there were gains in graphing skill development during the organismal 

biology course, and the fact that there has been past research that indicates the success of explicit 

teaching of quantitative skills, gives hope to this researcher’s idea to scaffold the skills required 
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to be successful when performing scientific inquiry (Beck, 2018). Several options for further 

testing and improvement of instructional practice might be to retest new groups of students using 

a combination of implicit and explicit scientific skills instruction, as well as teaching the skills 

over a longer course of time than just a single semester (Beck, 2018). 

Science classes today are becoming increasingly focused on test scores and making sure 

students pass the course for graduation credit. It is less about building skills students will need 

later in life and in their careers. Quantitative literacy (QL) is one of those skills that seem to be 

falling by the wayside in the drive to improve scores on end-of-year tests. QL is the analyzation 

and recording of numerical data, potentially in the form of graphs or a written summary (Speth, 

Momsen, Moyerbrailean, Ebert-May, Long, Wyse & Linton, 2010). Being able to summarize 

and communicate data is an important skill set for science students to have. While science 

teachers may argue that there is not enough time in the year to teach these skills alongside the 

information students are required to know, the authors of this study argue that it is possible and 

effective to embed QL instruction directly into traditional instruction (Speth et al., 2010). 

 The researchers in this study chose 3 sections of college-level introductory biology 

courses, with approximately 120 students in each, and studied them over the semester-long 

course. Of the 120 students in each section, about 60% of them were science majors (Speth et al., 

2010). The researchers started by administering a pre-test to gauge the students’ knowledge 

about QL before instruction. Once the researchers had determined the skill level of the student 

body they were studying, they found that due to diverse academic backgrounds and reasons for 

taking the class there were students at every skill level (Speth et al., 2010). Throughout the 

course, students were given practice compiling observations, creating testable hypotheses, and 

collecting data, and analyzing the data. Throughout these tasks, the instructors would administer 
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formative and summative assessments to collect data on the students' learning progress and their 

development of QL skills. The researchers ensured that they provided meaningful feedback to 

students during summative assessments to communicate how students can improve their work. 

At the end of the course, students took a final exam that pulled on information from all aspects of 

the course and tested their QL skills (Speth et al., 2010). 

 Researchers found the results of the pre-test were low and that many students, science 

majors included, did not have well-developed QL skills. Students had difficulties performing 

calculations, creating representative graphs, and articulating an argument based on data (Speth et 

al., 2010). Through the testing of their graphing skills on the final exam, researchers found that 

infusing QL instruction into the class instruction improved students’ ability to accurately 

graphically represent data. In the pre-test, only 27% of students were able to accurately use 

reasoning to respond to the question being asked, while in the post-test, only 30% of students 

were able to accurately respond to the questions using statistical analysis and reasoning that they 

had learned in class (Speth et al., 2010). Students that could not provide appropriate reasoning 

would restate the evidence in raw data or cite the graph as their reasoning. These results 

informed the researchers that students improved their graphing skills while they continued 

struggling with their reasoning skills and creating scientific arguments. The researchers found 

that, throughout the instruction of the course, providing appropriate and frequent formative 

assessments and detailed feedback regarding what students did correctly and incorrectly was 

beneficial to the students’ development of QL skills (Speth et al., 2010). 

 One limitation that was discussed in this study was that they used two different types of 

data analyzation in the pre-test and the post-test. In the pre-test, students were asked specifically 

to make a bar graph based on the data presented to them. In the post-test, students were not told 
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what type of graph to make and this resulted in the students collectively doing worse on the 

assessment in this area (Speth et al., 2010).  

 The goal of this study was to investigate whether QL instruction can be effectively 

embedded into a generic introductory biology course without changing the curriculum of the 

course (Speth et al., 2010). The researchers found that, while it is possible to incorporate QL 

strategies into the course instruction with some measure of effectiveness, there are limitations to 

the effectiveness of the additional instruction. It is possible that the scores that represent the 

evidence-based argument skills did not improve as much as anticipated because students had not 

had as much quality instruction in developing those skills in earlier years and therefore had less 

overall practice with the necessary skills. The researchers did find that, while success in student 

skill development was marginal, they illustrated that the immediate incorporation of QL into a 

large-scale classroom setting is possible (Speth et al., 2010).  

Quantitative reasoning is more than just doing a bunch of math problems regardless of 

context, it is the act of deriving meaning and importance from the numbers one accumulates to 

solve a problem. It is a skill that is integral to scientific work and education and therefore must 

be taught as such. Because science is so embedded in our lives, it is straightforward to teach 

Quantitative literacy (QL) skills in the context of real-life problems and questions. This strategy 

also improves student engagement because the teacher is pulling on students’ prior knowledge 

and bringing out prior assumptions and preconceptions that students have. QL is the act of 

gathering data, using calculations to analyze this data, in the case of this study the students are 

estimating their own carbon footprint and, in the process, adjusting their own thoughts about 

greenhouse emissions (Boose, 2014).  
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 The researcher started by administering a pre-lab assignment and survey that asks the 

students to collect data about their own energy usage in their homes and the survey examines the 

students’ own thoughts about their greenhouse gas emissions (Boose, 2014). The survey is an 

assessment that allows students to think about their own impacts on the GHG emissions and asks 

them to articulate their thoughts and current conceptions on paper, which will then be a context 

to compare the data students collect to (Boose, 2014). After completing the lab, students had 

gained experience with researching, collecting data, analyzing conflicting information as well as 

information that conflicts with their own assumptions. Students’ confidence in their opinions and 

thoughts about which activities contributed most to greenhouse emissions also increased 

significantly after they completed the lab. Most students said they were half sure about their 

choices before the lab and almost all said they were very sure about their choices after the lab 

(Boose, 2014). Students also had much higher success thinking of activities that contribute to 

greenhouse emissions during and especially after the activity than they did before. Each student 

was able to think of more examples of activities and the class as a whole was able to brainstorm 

a much longer list post-activity (Boose, 2014). 

 A limitation in this study resulted from the researcher allowing the students to opt out of 

their pre- and post-lab surveys to be used as data within this study (Boose, 2014). This decision 

was technically ethical, but it decreases the level of accuracy of the study due to the decrease in 

students that allowed their post-lab survey results to be included.  

 This lab overall was very well put together. It offered engagement in that the class was 

assigned to collect and research their own carbon footprint for a week before the exercise was 

conducted (Boose, 2014). It allowed students to engage in a real-world topic, carbon footprints 

and the effect they have on greenhouse gases, that directly related to their own lives which has 
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been shown to be very impactful in cognitive understanding and engagement in scientific 

concepts (Boose, 2014). Students were tasked with gathering their own data and research, 

analyzing, and evaluating the results, which is a key task involved in scientific literacy (Boose, 

2014). Overall, this exercise is incredibly useful in teaching and, most effectively, assessing 

high-level scientific literacy. It would be a wonderful summative assessment to use during the 

Man’s Impact unit toward the end of the year, when high school biology students have been 

scaffolded to the level of capability required to carry out this investigation. 

Scientific Inquiry 

For students new to science, developing testable hypotheses and designing and 

interpreting associated tests can be overwhelming. The scientific method is typically introduced 

to students as a series of clear steps that scaffold the process of scientific exploration. The 

authors of this study developed a framework, the Question-Hypothesis Test (QHT) framework, 

for teaching the scientific method while explicitly distinguishing the patterns from the causes 

that so often trip students up during test design (Wyeth & Wonham, 2018). This framework has 

four stages students must complete during the process of scientific inquiry: observations, 

questions, hypotheses, and tests. The authors define observations as anything that prompts 

students to wonder including data, models, theories, etc. (Wyeth & Wonham, 2018). Questions 

are generated into one of two groups: descriptive, asking what patterns can be observed, and 

mechanistic, asking how patterns arise. Hypotheses are single, testable proposals that will help to 

answer questions when tested. Lastly, tests are study design, expected and observed results, and 

the interpretations of those results (Wyeth & Wonham, 2018). 

 The purpose of this study was to encourage undergraduate students to engage in inquiry 

via creative and critical thinking (Wyeth & Wonham, 2018). Students were asked to write down 
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all questions that occurred while observing organisms in the field. Then they were encouraged to 

create a hypothesis and proceed to test this hypothesis through observation or experimentation 

while following the QHT framework (Wyeth & Wonham, 2018). Throughout the undergraduate 

course, students are repeatedly asked to propose and respond to their own questions. The 

researchers found that, as the course progressed, students demonstrated increased capability in 

asking and answering their own questions as well as using the framework. Students’ confidence 

in experimental design and data analysis increases as they gain practice, as well their ability to 

fully grasp the implications of their research results becomes clearer to them. Students also 

appear to be better able to grasp the difference between conclusions and speculation and be able 

to develop further questions based on results they collect (Wyeth & Wonham, 2018). These 

results were found through the interpretation of students’ course work as student feedback. 

Students also reported feedback regarding using this framework along two separate themes: short 

and long term. Students noted the more immediate effects being the extra effort or frustration 

required to utilize the framework as a means of study-building. In the longer term, students 

reported that the QHT framework helped them to understand and utilize the scientific method 

effectively and subsequently helped them in later courses and in their careers in the scientific 

field (Wyeth & Wonham, 2018). 

 These researchers note a limitation of this study is that there was no formal testing of the 

learning benefits of teaching the scientific method with the QHT framework as a scaffold (Wyeth 

& Wonham, 2018). There is only the anecdotal evidence that students appear to be making 

strides in the effective use of the scientific method during experimental design. As it has never 

been formally tested, though, this means there is no scope of how effective the framework is.  
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 The QHT framework is considered to be effective in helping students effectively utilize 

the scientific method as a means of experiment designing. The framework also, according to this 

study, serves to deepen students’ understanding of the scientific method which in turn deepens 

their understanding of their own experiments (Wyeth & Wonham, 2018). Because this 

framework is designed to build logic and critical thinking skills, the authors posit that it can be 

utilized across a range of scientific disciplines and even educational disciplines (Wyeth & 

Wonham, 2018). The difficulty students found in beginning to utilize this framework, and the 

subsequent reports of the benefits it holds on the understanding of the scientific method, leads 

the researchers to believe that it provides a necessary challenge that motivates the students to 

work harder and build more logically sound reasoning. This can be better affirmed in future 

research that would look at the direct learning benefits the QHT framework has on students’ 

ability to utilize the scientific method (Wyeth & Wonham, 2018). 

Kramer and associates investigated the relationship between students’ scientific inquiry 

skills, focused on biological sciences, and their nature of science beliefs and views (Kremer, 

Specht, Urhahne, Mayer, 2014). According to the authors, scientific inquiry can refer to the use 

of scientific procedural skills like observation, questioning, hypothesizing, and data analysis 

(Kremer et al., 2014). It is utilized within this study as a problem-solving process through which 

students carry out biological experiments. The Nature of Scientific Knowledge (NOS) is 

referring to the general scientific knowledge that students possess; however, the researchers note 

that this knowledge is imprecisely categorized and is subject to change as new knowledge comes 

to light (Kremer et al., 2014).  

 This study looked at 218 students from grades seven, eight, and nine, their NOS beliefs, 

and their abilities to demonstrate scientific inquiry skills. All students were administered the 
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same 8 question short-answer test; the results indicate that the higher grades performed 

significantly better on the assessment than lower grades (Kremer et al., 2014). The older students 

also seemed to hold NOS beliefs more grounded in their own lives and the real world. The 

researchers also found a positive correlation between inquiry skills and NOS beliefs, though the 

correlation coefficients were low enough to determine that there were more unassessed aspects 

separating the two skill sets (Kremer et al., 2014). The researchers believe that, while inquiry 

skills and NOS beliefs are connected, students can develop inquiry skills through practice, 

demonstration of beliefs, and minimal support, however, the formation of complex nature of 

science understandings must be scaffolded through explicit instructional support and connected 

to scientific processes (Kremer et al., 2014). 

 A major limitation of this study is that the researchers chose to use a cross-sectional 

approach to choose the students assessed instead of tracking the same group of students ever 

several years, which would have given a clear picture of the development of inquiry skills 

alongside NOS beliefs (Kremer et al., 2014). The variation of students muddies the analysis of 

the development of these skills because the researchers don’t specifically look at the 

development. 

 This study determined that more sophisticated NOS beliefs as well as additional learning 

experience, age and more developed inquiry skills positively influence inquiry problem-solving 

skills (Kremer et al., 2014). The researchers note that there is a lack of research investigating 

how students’ NOS beliefs directly influence the inquiry strategies they utilize (Kremer et al., 

2014). The authors suggest that further research should be conducted concerning the biological 

contexts and inquiry strategies utilized by students to determine the most fruitful areas in which 

the combined instruction of NOS and inquiry processes can be utilized (Kremer et al., 2014).  
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SUPPORTING RESEARCH IN CLAIM, EVIDENCE, REASONING 
FRAMEWORK 
 
Claim, Evidence, Reasoning  

GlobalEd2 (GE2) is a problem-based learning intervention that utilizes in-person and 

online instruction during a 12-week course that simulates an international discussion about the 

global water use crisis (Brown et al., 2016). This study is investigating whether GE2 will have a 

significant positive impact on the written argumentation skills of the students who utilize it 

(Brown et al., 2016). 

 This study has a rather large sample size of 1818 middle school students and 51 teachers 

(Brown et al., 2016). All students were required to complete a pre-, and post-, test before the start 

of the simulation that focused on scientific knowledge and scientific writing demonstrated in the 

form of an open-ended essay. This essay was scored using a Claim, Evidence, Reasoning rubric 

(Brown et al., 2016). The other source of data compiled throughout this study came in the form 

of the written message data during the interactive phase of the simulation, meaning the discourse 

occurring between students (Brown et al., 2016). Overall, it was found that students displayed a 

significant increase in their scientific argumentation scores, as perceived through the grades 

received on the post-test essay via the claim, evidence, reasoning rubric. The researchers also 

found no significant difference in the scores and amount of improvement between genders, races, 

ethnicities, or socio-economic backgrounds who participated in the simulation (Brown et al., 

2016). 

 The major limitation referenced by the authors of the study is the fact that this simulation 

was only performed using one scenario, water resources. This means that there is no data about 
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how students might fare undergoing the simulation using a more complex topic or one they were 

previously unfamiliar with (Brown et al., 2016). 

 While this study required students to participate in multiple pre-tests before beginning the 

simulation, the only test presented in this article is the written essay. The researchers explain that 

future research would delve more deeply into these other pre-test assessments as well as the 

other assessments administered throughout the course to compile the information necessary to 

posit the implications this study would have on curricular instruction (Brown et al., 2016). 

According to Del Carlo and Folkstra (2017), scientific arguments are made up of three 

aspects: a claim, evidence to support the claim, and a rationale to connect the evidence to the 

claim. This study explores the effect of an initial activity, Sesame Street Picnic, that is meant to 

model data analysis and scientific argumentation via a simple puzzle, on general chemistry 

students (Del Carlo & Folkstra, 2017). 

 This article explores the pilot study for the Sesame Street Picnic activity was conducted 

using 2 sections of a first-semester general chemistry course exclusively for science majors. One 

section was given the handout with the directions and expectations for the laboratory and 

subsequent report. The second treatment section was given the lab handout along with 

performing the Sesame Street Picnic puzzle (Del Carlo & Folkstra, 2017). The researchers found 

that the students in the treatment group, exposed to the puzzle activity, showed statistically 

significantly improved laboratory scores and argumentation skills (Del Carlo & Folkstra, 2017). 

Several instructors that implemented this activity through the study reported that students 

engaged in productive scientific discussions and displayed more engagement in the scientific 

activities (Del Carlo & Folkstra, 2017). 
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 The authors explain that the students worked together for laboratory activities in groups 

of 3-4 with students rotating between groups throughout the semester. The variation of student 

work being incorporated into a single lab report renders the data retrieved from these reports to 

have little meaning for this study, meaning, the authors cannot distinctly measure the level of 

improvement students demonstrate after the Sesame Street Picnic puzzle (Del Carlo & Folkstra, 

2017). 

 This activity has been shared by the authors to be an aspect of preservice public-school 

teachers as a means of developing classroom discussion facilitation skills. The preservice 

teachers reported that, through self-reflect, they found that this was a beneficial exercise (Del 

Carlo & Folkstra, 2017). The authors surmised that this puzzle activity could potentially be 

utilized in different areas of science and at different grade levels (Del Carlo & Folkstra, 2017). 

The authors also suggest that, due to the lack of statistical power the lab reports contribute, there 

should be further research with a focus on enhancing the statistical power and determining more 

exact areas of gains in student argumentation ability (Del Carlo & Folkstra, 2017). 

A study published this year looked at the impact of discussion on student writing abilities 

within the CER model between 2 grade levels, 7th and 9th with three classes being focused on in 

each grade level (Short, Van der Eb, & McKay, 2020). The researchers looked at six classes 

overall and looked at three different types of discussion: traditional question-response, guided 

questions from the teacher leading the discussion, and peer-guided discussion (Short et al., 

2020). Scientific argumentation is an aspect within most of the nation’s educational science 

standards. However, teaching the skills necessary for productive argumentation to take place 

usually is best done slowly over a long period of time, and with much scaffolding, because 
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students usually find these skills difficult to become good at and therefore need practice (Short et 

al., 2020).  

The results of the study indicated that the peer-guided discussion was the most effective 

at producing meaningful, analytical, and evaluative discussion among the students. However, the 

study found that, within the 9th grade classes, the classes using the traditional and guided 

discussions showed significantly fewer positive gains on evidence, reasoning, and content 

markers than the class that utilized peer-guided discussion (Short et al., 2020). The 7th grade 

classes did not perform as well. Classes that utilized traditional call-response and peer-guided 

discussion made gains in claim and content areas, but neutral or negative gains in all other areas 

(Short et al., 2020). It was reported in the study that teachers often resisted lengthier and effort-

intensive discussions due to their belief that they were ineffective (Short et al., 2020). This was 

found to be the case more often among the 7th grade teachers than the 9th grade teachers. This 

finding led the researchers to posit that a likely reason that the 7th grade students didn’t make as 

many gains in their writing skills was due to the lack of high-level discussion (Short et al., 2020). 

 There are limitations within this study that have possibly affected the results and 

implications. First, though the study looked at six different classes across two grade levels, the 

class sizes were small and therefore the subject pool was relatively small for a study that looks at 

educational practices (Short et al., 2020).  

 This study found that discussion, through the CER framework was not only beneficial to 

student learning and comprehension of concepts, it improved scientific literacy skills in 

statistically significant ways when applied effectively (Short et al., 2020). It is important to note 

that, according to this study, while peer guided CER framed discussion is effective for 

developing literacy skills, not all forms of discussion are useful and beneficial in the classroom. 
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Unguided discussions among students were found to quickly get off topic and resulted in fewer 

gains in measurable skills within the study in multiple classrooms (Short et al., 2020). Teachers 

are usually afraid of unstructured or surface-level discussions because they are not effective for 

high level learning and teachers see the activity as a waste of time. However, when the 

discussion is scaffolded within the CER framework, there is more content-related discussion 

happening and increased higher-level thinking about the content that leads to students drawing 

more profound connections within the material. This study found that only partially adopting the 

CER framework only leads to partial gains in student skills. The classes that participated in call-

response discussion still made gains in their ability to state claims and recall content. The classes 

that participated in the guided discussion had higher scores in more areas of the CER model and 

were able to create more reasoned arguments, though not to proficient level (Short et al., 2020). 

Teachers who don’t have faith in the CER model, whether due to the lack of positive research 

indicating its effectiveness, or the feeling as if they have a lack of time to scaffold their students 

into the process, are clearly keeping the students in their class from achieving the highest level 

within their ability. 

Science Literacy Scaffolds 

Delen and Krajcik looked at the synergy of multiple scaffolding strategies at once while 

teaching students how to construct explanations for scientific phenomena. The authors noted 

synergy constitutes multiple scaffolds working together to assist students in completing 

challenging tasks (Delen & Krajcik, 2016). The scaffolding strategies used within this study 

were a combination of the teacher’s generic scaffolding for explanation writing and the use of a 

technology program, Zydeco, that allows students to collect data and then analyze it to be used to 

construct explanations within the CER framework. Zydeco was developed with the intent of 
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helping teachers use overarching questions to design units that engage and promote students to 

write scientific explanations (Delen & Krajcik, 2016). This technology, rather than focusing on 

student activities like most programs of this kind do, focuses on the teaching practices and 

informing teachers on how best to guide students in creating scientific explanations (Delen & 

Krajcik, 2016).  

The purpose of this study was to illustrate the importance of the teacher’s support within 

the practices utilized to support students and the individual supports provided by the technology 

(Delen & Krajcik, 2016). This study utilized a veteran middle school science teacher and 58 

students in an urban and low socioeconomic district. The study ran over the course of two years. 

The first year, Zydeco was not used in teaching units on plants and water quality to her seventh 

graders (Delen & Krajcik, 2016). The results of this exercise showed that 31 of the 38 groups 

participating in the water quality activity completed a claim, 32 groups provided evidence within 

their explanation, and only 4 groups included reasoning using scientific principles (Delen & 

Krajcik, 2016). When she taught her eighth graders about water quality the next year, she used 

Zydeco and a significant improvement was seen in the quality of the scientific explanations 

constructed by the students (Delen & Krajcik, 2016). The study found that when teacher support 

decreased, the quality of the students ‘claims did not decrease, however, the quality of the 

explanations did decrease. The researchers inferred that the quality of the explanation was related 

to the teacher supports provided to students (Delen & Krajcik, 2016). 

The major limiting factor was that some of the 8th graders studied had been in the 

teacher’s class the year before, being exposed to two years of instruction on how to construct 

explanations (Delen & Krajcik, 2016). This potentially skewed the results and by allowing 
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students with significantly different levels of explanation construction skills to be assessed in the 

same way.  

This study found that synergistic scaffolds across resources, in this case those resources 

were teacher scaffolding and scaffolding of a technological program, was effective in developing 

students’ skills in creating explanations (Delen & Krajcik, 2016). The researchers also noted that 

there is value in having both generic and content-specific scaffolding focused on the construction 

of explanations, but not as necessary for the construction of claims (Delen & Krajcik, 2016). 

This led the authors to suggest that teachers should ensure that the most scaffolding is being 

focused on the skills that the students have the most trouble with or find the most challenging 

(Delen & Krajcik, 2016). This can be evidenced in the improvement of students’ explanations 

when content-specific supports are utilized continuously in conjunction with other scaffolding 

strategies (Delen & Krajcik, 2016). The researchers also suggest that replicating this study with 

different grade levels, at different schools, and using multiple teachers will help educators to 

understand comprehensively how synergistic scaffolds improve students’ ability to write 

scientific explanations (Delen & Krajcik, 2016). The researchers also express that there needs to 

be research conducted investigating the long-term effects of utilizing content-specific scaffolds 

on student’s explanation writing skills (Delen & Krajcik, 2016). 

A study looks at the teacher instructional practices used within a classroom and how they 

further students’ learning of science content and their ability to write scientific arguments. 

Students are meant to use these arguments to explain phenomena witnessed in the classroom. 

The teacher provides content-specific scaffolds to assist students in understanding the task and 

what content knowledge is required to understand the activity and to incorporate into their 

arguments (McNeill & Krajcik, 2009). Generic scaffolds usually focus on supports that assist 
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students in understanding general frameworks, such as CERs (claim, evidence, reasoning), and 

how to utilize them to develop well-constructed scientific writing (McNeill & Krajcik, 2009). 

The researchers were also interested to understand whether these scaffolds could eventually be 

faded out or if they would continue to be required for students to be successful (McNeill & 

Krajcik, 2009). The purpose of this study is to investigate how the synergy, meaning the use of 

multiple scaffolds at once to develop complex skills, of the content-specific scaffolds and the 

content-general scaffolds impacts students’ written scientific arguments (McNeill & Krajcik, 

2009). 

 The analysis of the identical pre- and post-tests provided to each student along with the 

videotaped teacher enactments illustrated that the curricular scaffolds and the teachers’ 

instructional scaffolds were synergistic (McNeill & Krajcik, 2009). This means that the 

effectiveness of the curricular scaffolds on student learning were dependent on the teachers’ 

practices. The context-specific scaffolds were only successful in supporting students’ writing 

when the teacher had effectively instructed upon the general-content knowledge required to 

utilize the CER framework to set up a scientific argument (McNeill & Krajcik, 2009). This 

indicated to researchers that both types of scaffolding were essential to developing scientific 

arguments and successful learning environments (McNeill & Krajcik, 2009). 

 While the researchers made an effort to only utilize teachers from diverse backgrounds in 

order to investigate the effects of the scaffolds against diverse teaching styles, the study still only 

includes 6 teachers (McNeill & Krajcik, 2009). This limits the study in that there is little 

variation in how the scaffolds are utilized and whether those ways would be effective.  

 Context-specific curricular supports are effective in providing the discipline-specific 

knowledge that students need in order to build an argument and to relate it to what is already 
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known about the topic. This cannot be done, and curricular supports are useless, however, if 

teachers do not support the students in making sense of and organizing this information. The 

development of the skills required to be successful in scientific argumentation is dependent upon 

the synergistic presentation of general and specific scaffolding for scientific writing on specific 

topics (McNeill & Krajcik, 2009). The combination of the support from both the curricular 

scaffolds and the teachers’ assistance in presenting the scaffolds necessary to organize the 

information within a framework is essential for the productive use of scaffolds within the science 

classroom setting. The scientists then asked the question of whether these scaffolds should be 

fading throughout the curriculum. The students within the study illustrated that context-specific 

scaffolds were unique to the topic and therefore were fully utilized in every unit. Whereas, the 

scaffold providing the CER framework, once internalized within the students’ course of action, 

became unneeded and students stopped using these teacher-administered scaffolds (McNeill & 

Krajcik, 2009). The researchers concluded that the context-specific scaffolding was a cognitive 

tool, always being utilized, while the general scaffolding could be faded as students developed 

the skill and became more independent (McNeill & Krajcik, 2009). 

Scientific Argumentation and Discussion 

It is the nature of scientific exploration that the conclusions are constantly changing with 

the influx of new information. As such, it is the scientists’ job to constantly be reassessing their 

claims, however, it is almost never taught in schools that students should do such. Most 

educational science labs performed in a classroom are designed to be stand-alone activities. 

Students’ science experiences should have access to scientific practice and curriculums should 

make room for students to have the opportunity to consider new evidence to more completely 

understand and be able to communicate why a phenomenon operates how it does (Novak & 
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Treagust, 2017). Constructing an explanation that continually incorporates and fluctuates with 

new data is called an “evolving explanation” and this type of scientific writing has the potential 

to place novel cognitive demands on students (Novak & Treagust, 2017). Working with an 

evolving explanation will encourage students to evaluate their current thinking, utilize their still-

developing knowledge of scientific principles and incorporate new data (Novak & Treagust, 

2017). 

This study asked students to take data from water samples in a freshwater stream four 

separate times, analyze the data, and construct/modify a claim. A time series research design, 

collecting data over the course of an extended period of time, allowed the researchers to 

investigate the students’ abilities to reassess their own current claims to include the newly 

available evidence (Novak & Treagust, 2017). The findings show that 80% of students were able 

to construct an appropriate claim over the first two stream water data samples that happened to 

provide consistent results. When the third set of data was incorporated into the findings, 

inconsistent with the first two results, only 40% of students were able to construct an accurate 

claim utilizing all three sets of data (Novak & Treagust, 2017). Many students failed to update 

their claims, even with teacher support. Some students created new alternate claims, while others 

ignored the new evidence completely. This trend continued with the fourth, and last, set of data 

(Novak &Treagust, 2017). However, teacher supports were more effective and additional 

students (50%) were able to construct appropriate claims that took all four data sets into account 

(Novak & Treagust, 2017). 

A limitation mentioned by the researchers was that this study only took one trial of data. 

There was no replication within the study except that it was conducted over 4 separate classes. 
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This has the negative effect of providing less reliable data and therefore no generalizations can 

be based on the results until more is compiled (Novak & Treagust, 2017). 

This study found that students had difficulties constructing appropriate claims as new, 

and sometimes conflicting, data was continually added to the existing evidence. There are 

several possible reasons for this: 1) students may be simply ignoring the new data, 2) students 

may look at the task to be “undoing their claims'' rather than building upon them and find it too 

taxing, or 3) students may not have any previous experience from which to build the skills 

required to create evolving explanations (Novak & Treagust, 2017). This study’s findings are 

somewhat contradictory to other studies that find claims to be students’ strongest area within a 

scientific explanation. However, other studies do not look at the adjustment of a claim over the 

course of the accumulation of evidence over time, rather they only usually look at a single set of 

data. Usually students are not asked to compile and analyze contradicting sets of evidence as 

well (Novak & Treagust, 2017). These aspects are unique to this study as the researchers note 

that this is the only study that they are aware of that possesses these tasks for students. The 

results of this study are promising, but generalized application is not yet possible until more 

research is developed to provide more information. As informative as the results from this study 

are, in the future, this study must be replicated and students of different grade levels under 

different tutelage must be treated before any generalizable results can be made (Novak & 

Treagust, 2017). 

When working in a scientific field or with scientific topics, there is a need to develop 

skills in modeling and argumentation. It is important for students to develop and become 

proficient in these skills during their school years due to the nature of the scientific discipline and 

the nature of our world. This study looks at approximately 500 middle and high school students 
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that were asked to construct an argument based on evidence gathered from computer simulated 

climate models (Pallant & Lee, 2015). The researchers designed tasks that focused on three 

increasingly complex dynamic climate models. The tasks that students had to complete for each 

of these models consisted of four parts: a multiple-choice claim, the explanation which they 

wrote themselves in an open-ended format, a five-point Likert scale of uncertainty evaluation, 

and an open-ended uncertainty rationale (Pallant & Lee, 2015). Students' responses were scored 

as correct if their response was generally accurate, but each response was then scored as whether 

their explanation was irrelevant, model-based, or knowledge-based.  The model-based and 

knowledge-based reasoned explanations were scored the same because researchers were looking 

to see whether students were capable of incorporating and applying model data to a reasoned 

argument, which can be determined based on both of these types of responses (Pallant & Lee, 

2015). 

The results of this study were manifold due to the number of aspects of the tasks being 

assessed. The researchers found that the majority of the students did incorporate the models’ 

information as evidence in their arguments and to support their claims. However, most students 

used model output data to confirm their claims rather than to explain the scientific processes 

being illustrated by the model itself (Pallant & Lee, 2015). As the study went on and the model 

dynamics became more complex, students were able to construct arguments with less 

dependence on the model outputs and with lower uncertainty ratings (Pallant & Lee, 2015). 

According to the study, very few students addressed the possible errors of the models as 

scientific sources of information and failed to make connections between possible limitations and 

their own data collected. Students instead referred to their own lack of scientific knowledge as 

the main source of uncertainty in their experiment (Pallant & Lee, 2015). The researchers found 
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that students who did approach the tasks with misconceptions about content related to climate 

change consistently inferred information from the models incorrectly. 

The researchers describe that, while they tested a selection of assignment types and 

models, they did not take the teacher into account when analyzing the students’ scores (Pallant & 

Lee, 2015). This could be potentially detrimental to the accuracy of the study because every 

teacher has a different style of teaching and different experiences with and methods of 

communicating the content. 

Students within this study were found to be consistently unsure of their own scientific 

knowledge and this affected their ability to complete the tasks asked by the study. Almost 1/3 of 

the students who participated in this study did not complete the uncertainty rating as one of the 

last tasks assigned. The researchers say this is due to students not being familiar with the concept 

and procedures of uncertainty ratings and decided not to attempt it (Pallant & Lee, 2015). While 

34% of students did not have written uncertainty rationales, only13.5% of students failed to write 

explanations (Pallant & Lee, 2015). This indicated to the researchers that the students were even 

less familiar with uncertainty than they were with the process of writing explanations. Through 

the teacher feedback survey, the researchers found that the teachers often touched on the 

uncertainty rationale in discussion in the same way every day, they would pose the question to 

the students daily regarding the current model and question, and students would consistently 

respond incorrectly. The teachers did not push students further and into deeper understanding 

within the discussion, therefore, most students were unable to sufficiently construct uncertainty 

rationales for each model. The researchers concluded from this information that more explicit 

scaffolded instruction must go into the introduction of scientific uncertainty before and during 

student work time (Pallant & Lee, 2015). 
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Argumentation-Based Models 

Researchers observed students engaging in problem-based learning (PBL) to solve ill-

structured problems and then were tasked with presenting their argument to the class. Ill-

structured problems refer to problems with unclear or incomplete directions, many possible 

solutions, or no correct solutions (Belland, Glazewski, Richardson, 2010). The idea is that there 

is no specific way to solve the problem, so scientists must make the best case for their argument 

that they can. Using a mixed-methods design, researchers investigated how a computer program 

called Connection Log can scaffold evidence-based argument skills for the use of middle school 

students (Belland et al., 2010). Overall, four classes were tested within this study: two used 

Connection Log and the associated scaffolds to complete evidence-based arguments, and two 

classes did not. Of the two classes in each cohort, one class consisted of higher-achieving 

students and one of lower achieving students (Belland et al., 2010). 

 Specifically, this study investigated the impact of program-based scaffolds on middle 

school students’ development of argument construction skills as well as the ways the scaffolds 

were used. The researchers assessed students’ ability to evaluate arguments, present a persuasive 

argument, informal observations done by the researchers, as well as videotaped classes and 

interviews after the task was complete (Belland et al., 2010). The researchers found that there 

was only a significant effect on the performance of the lower-achieving groups’ abilities to 

evaluate arguments. The magnitude of the effect was approximately twice as much as the effect 

on the entirety of students tested combined (Belland et al., 2010). Researchers also found that 

most of the small groups reported using the computer-based scaffolds to communicate among the 

group and to keep information organized. There was not found to be a significant difference in 
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reports of how the scaffolds were used between the two lower-achieving groups and the two 

higher-achieving groups (Belland et al., 2010). 

 The limitation discussed in this study was the possible bias from the presence of one of 

the authors of the study being present for every class period, as the inclusion of an extra person 

may have caused the students to act differently (Belland et al., 2010).  

 This study, overall, provided evidence that scaffolding is an effective means of 

developing students’ scientific arguing skills. Along with that, this study’s findings indicate that 

low achieving students showed a significant gain in skills due to the format of the problem-based 

learning activity and notably within only 2 weeks (Belland et al., 2010). The effect shown for the 

Connection Log scaffolding to have on lower-achieving students’ performance in argument 

construction indicates that this method of hard scaffolds may have a crucial effect of the 

improvement of students’ skills in critical evaluation of information (Belland et al., 2010). 

Researchers note that the ability to evaluate information is the first step in developing the skills 

necessary to begin to build evidence-based arguments. This is important for those lower-

achieving students who are currently unable to distinguish accurate versus inaccurate data and 

information. Teachers often don’t even bother to teach skills that require high level thinking 

skills to low-achieving students because they believe those students to be incapable of high-level 

thought (Belland et al., 2010). This study indicates that those students are capable of making 

substantial gains in their high-level thinking as evidenced in their evidence evaluation skill 

development throughout this study (Belland et al., 2010). The researchers suggest that future 

research should include additional measures to verify that students are using the scaffolds put in 

place within the study so that the significant gains or lack thereof in skills can be attributed to 

these methods and no other aspects of the educational process (Belland et al., 2010). 
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The use of technology-based scaffolding is supporting students’ development of scientific 

argumentation skills. This study examines the impact of computer-based supports on middle 

school students’ creation of evidence-based arguments focusing on the topic of water quality in a 

local river (Belland et al., 2015). 

 This study was administered over a 3-week problem-based learning (PBL) unit, 

conducted by one teacher and sixty-nine 7th grade students from 3 different classes (Belland et 

al., 2015). The study found that there was a significant impact in lower-achieving students’ 

argument evaluation ability compared to the lower-achieving students in the control group that 

wasn’t provided the computer support. There was also found to be an impact on argument 

evaluation ability of students from low socioeconomic backgrounds (Belland et al., 2015). 

However, there was no significant difference in the scores of the higher achieving students in the 

treatment group versus the higher achieving students in the control group (Belland et al., 2015). 

The students reported that they would like to use the computer-based scaffolds in the future and 

most students chose to use various types of support throughout the process, including teacher 

support and groupmate support on top of the technology (Belland et al., 2015). 

 The authors note that, because they chose to conduct this study with students who have 

received most of their educational instruction in a teacher-centered classroom, they are 

completely new to PBL. This is a limitation of the study because the findings are not applicable 

to students who have experience with PBL and would likely respond differently (Belland et al., 

2015). 

 The authors determine that the importance of their findings lies in the students’ 

enjoyment using the computer-based scaffolding. They note that students tend not to utilize 

scaffolds fully because the scaffolds themselves are not motivating (Belland et al., 2015). The 
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students responded positively to using these scaffolds again, which the authors posited meant 

that their motivation to develop evidence-based scientific arguments would increase, even 

though scaffolds are not designed to be used continuously. It is suggested that future research 

should investigate the effects of utilizing scaffolds repeatedly, instead of fading them out as 

students’ abilities improve (Belland et al., 2015). 

Argument-driven Inquiry (ADI) is a model within science education that emphasizes the 

role of collaboration with peers in the process of developing an understanding of scientific 

concepts. This study explores the effect of ADI lab activities on students’ scientific writing and 

presenting skills (Cetin & Eymur, 2017). 

 This study administered 5 ADI lab activities to students and recorded their gains in 3 

aspects: argumentative writing, poster evaluation, and writing mechanisms (Cetin & Eymur, 

2017). Students were shown to have significantly increased scores in all three of these areas after 

the lab activities. The presentation portion of the assessments were scored on content, visual 

presentation, and verbal presentation and students made gains in scientific presentation skills 

overall. Students made the highest gains overall in their inclusion of scientific content in their 

arguments (Cetin & Eymur, 2017). At the end of the ADI activities, students were earning higher 

than 50 out of 65 points on their presentations, when they were only receiving 30 out of 65 

points before completing the activities (Cetin & Eymur, 2017). Students also reported that the 

most effective aspects of instruction during the ADI activities was critiquing each other’s work 

and revising their own work, which is an aspect of the ADI model the researchers focused on 

(Cetin & Eymur, 2017). 

 A major limitation explained by the researchers involves the environment in which this 

study took place: a laboratory already set up and geared toward ADI activities. The researchers 
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explain that the resources the class had access to through this course were atypical of a realistic 

classroom in a public school, thus the activities were able to be more efficiently administered 

(Cetin & Eymur, 2017). 

 While the researchers did take note of, and include findings for, the presentations given 

by the students, they were just a method of data collection utilized to measure growth in 

students’ scientific argumentation skills (Cetin & Eymur, 2017). However, the researchers do 

note that the students’ scientific presentation skills seemed to improve throughout the study as 

well. Their suggestion is to conduct future research on the impact of scientific presentations on 

scientific conceptual understanding and argumentation skills as well as the impact of ADI 

activities specifically on scientific presentation skills (Cetin & Eymur, 2017). 

According to the authors of this study, Argument-Driven Inquiry (ADI) is a model that 

teachers can utilize to design more authentic and educational laboratory activities. This study 

examines how ADI infused lab activities impact students’ ability to engage in scientific 

argumentation discussion and the quality of constructed arguments (Sampson et al., 2011). 

 This study used a performance task in which 6 small groups of students were required to 

explain a phenomenon and then construct a scientific argument. The students were administered 

this same task before and again after completing an 18-week module using 15 ADI laboratory 

activities (Sampson et al., 2011). The study found engagement and participation levels between 

the students in each group to improve from the beginning of the 18-week module to the end 

(Sampson et al., 2011). The results also showed that the scores measuring the quality of students’ 

constructed argument skills improved significantly from 3.9 out of 12 points at the beginning of 

the study to 9.3 out of 12 points at the end (Sampson et al., 2011). The authors also report that 
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the aspects of the written arguments that improved most significantly were the quality of the 

evidence presented and the sufficiency of the reasoning (Sampson et al., 2011). 

 A limitation of this study discussed involving the lack of inclusion of a control group in 

this study. The authors explain that, without the control group, it is difficult to know for sure the 

gains that the students made due to the ADI laboratory interventions because there is no 

comparison to students’ discussion and argumentation behaviors under traditional laboratory 

instruction (Sampson et al., 2011). 

 The authors chose to examine the ADI model as a whole, reasoning that it would render 

the study unnecessarily complex to investigate the effects of every aspect contributing to the 

success of the model. The authors then posed the question of whether the ADI model should be 

refined so the data can be more specific to student behaviors during argumentation (Sampson et 

al., 2011). It is suggested that future research should examine the ways in which students’ 

behaviors and/or ways of thinking change throughout the ADI intervention. The authors want to 

isolate these behaviors and the factors of the model that influence the process to potentially 

readjust the ADI model. They then suggest a reiteration of this study with the revised model 

(Sampson et al., 2011). 

Argument-Based Science Inquiry (ABSI) is a model that focuses on the improvement of 

science literacy through hands-on activities and student-centered learning through scaffolding. 

Multi-modal representation refers to figures, diagrams, etc. that represent content meant to 

communicate scientific ideas in formats other than text. This study investigates the impact of 

ABSI integration with multi-modal representations on student achievement, as well as scientific 

argumentation and writing skills (Demirbag & Gunel, 2014). 
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 This study was conducted using a total of 119, 62 female and 57 male, college students, 

across 4 sections taught by the same instructor with 2 lab assistants, where all students were in 

their 3rd year of the science education program. The ABSI model was implemented in all of the 

sections while additional multi-modal and integration instruction only occurred in 2 of the 4 

sections (Demirbag & Gunel, 2014). The researchers found that overall, the treatment groups 

significantly outscored the control group both in midterm and final exam testing and in 

argumentative writing witnessed through the ABSI activities (Demirbag & Gunel, 2014). The 

researchers also found a very strong relationship, via correlation coefficient, between the multi-

model representation coherence and the quality of the scientific arguments that students 

constructed (Demirbag & Gunel, 2014). 

 This study was conducted on a very specific type of student: they had to be in their third 

year of the science education program. This means that these students already have a sizable 

amount of scientific background knowledge and skill and therefore might respond differently to 

the ABSI model than a student without a scientific background (Demirbag & Gunel, 2014). 

Because the study found such a strong relationship between multimodal representation 

instruction and scientific argumentation skill, the researchers posit that this method of instruction 

can be utilized across multiple levels of scientific instruction (Demirbag & Gunel, 2014). The 

authors note that future research must investigate the implementation of blended approaches to 

instruction that focus on both argumentation skills as well as modal communication (Demirbag 

& Gunel, 2014). The authors suggest that future research should also look more closely at which 

forms of modalities align best with specific aspects of scientific instruction including content 

knowledge and scientific process skills (Demirbag & Gunel, 2014). 
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Write-to learn strategies are excellent tools used in the development of students' scientific 

writing skills as well as the development of their scientific knowledge. These strategies are 

shown to deepen learning and promote scientific conceptual understandings (Jang & Hand, 

2017). Different kinds of scientific writing help students to develop knowledge and 

understandings of thinking about science in multiple different ways which have different effects 

on the conceptual learning taking place. The purpose of this study is to look at the impact of a 

scaffolded critique framework on students writing, both argumentative and explanatory (Jang & 

Hand, 2017). This study uses the Science Writing Heuristic approach to inquiry-based writing 

(Jang & Hand, 2017). The Science Writing Heuristic (SWH) is a language-based approach that 

focuses mainly on building a question, claim, and the difference between evidence and data. This 

approach requires students to be able to link the evidence to the claims and relate it to what is 

understood as general disciplinary knowledge (Jang & Hand, 2017). There have been gains in 

learning shown in studies of grade 5 to college level students using this approach (Jang & Hand, 

2017). This study compares the Original Critique Framework (OCF) with a critique framework 

scaffolded with SWH (SCF) (Jang & Hand, 2017). 

 This study consisted of a total of 170 subjects, 87 being within the control groups and 83 

within the group being tested (Jang & Hand, 2017). All students in the control group were asked 

to read an argumentative piece of scientific writing within the OCF template and to write an 

explanation relating to the reading. The treatment group was asked to do the same, except the 

reading assigned to them was in the SCF template and therefore contained supports (Jang & 

Hand, 2017). The researchers found that, when supporting students in reading content literature 

with scaffolds in place, the students are much more successful in providing appropriate 

explanations (Jang & Hand, 2017). These explanations were more successful in including well-
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constructed claims and evidence while relating this information to the wider content knowledge 

(Jang & Hand, 2017). They were especially successful in tying together the information found 

within the activity with their previous knowledge on the topic, whereas the control group was not 

successful in this endeavor (Jang & Hand, 2017). 

 Due to attendance issues and some students’ failure to complete and submit assignments, 

the researchers were only able to use 588 out of the 896 assignments submitted in an effort to 

keep the numbers of reports examined even between class, class period, and unit (Jang & Hand, 

2017). This can impact the results of the study because the students that were not counted and the 

students who failed to submit work may have had significantly different skill development than 

those who did turn in their assignments, thus possibly skewing the results.  

 The Writing-to learn approach to science skill development is still relatively new 

to the educational world. Because of this, there is not a wealth of information reviewing the 

effectiveness of the related strategies. This study helps to add to the growing body of research 

and knowledge about this method of teaching science. This study was done using middle school 

students in the United States and is based on a similar study conducted in Korea (Jang & Hand, 

2017). The researchers advise that further research and replication of methods is needed before 

there is a definitive answer to the effectiveness of the scaffolded critique framework as a 

Writing-to-learn strategy. They suggest specifically to replicate the study on students of different 

grade levels and across different socioeconomic, cultural, and ethnic backgrounds (Jang & Hand, 

2017). This study also found that the more information the students were able to pull from the 

text and utilize in their discussion, the better able they were to demonstrate their science content 

knowledge, regardless of the critique framework they were using (Jang & Hand, 2017). This 
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means that it is still effective to use the Original Critique Framework to develop science writing 

and content knowledge.  

A study done in 2019 looks at an undergraduate biology course that utilizes genre-based 

writing instruction and the scientific reading and writing skills that first-year students possess. 

Genre-based approaches to reading and writing are geared toward giving students the necessary 

knowledge to engage with communication, both written and verbal, within the community with 

which the genre is attributed. This means that building the skills necessary to accurately and 

efficiently read and understand scientific literature will offer students the ability to communicate 

within the scientific community (Lammers, Geodhart & Avraamidou, 2019). The researchers 

used the Scientific Argumentation Model (SAM) in their case study looking at how students 

analyzed research articles. The SAM was developed for the purpose of developing undergraduate 

science students’ skills in reading and understanding the arguments being posed within research 

articles. The model consists of seven rhetorical moves within research articles and explains the 

relationship within the moves that build the argument the scientists are trying to make (Lammers 

et al., 2019). Students found the moves to be difficult to identify within the articles at first, but 

practice developing this skill did improve outcomes (Lammers et al., 2019). 

This study focuses on 21 undergraduate biology students with a 3-week Biomolecular 

Research course that takes place in the second semester of the first year in the degree program 

(Lammers et al., 2019). Researchers collected data relating to students’ ability to synthesize two 

research articles when writing a review indicating their comprehension of the articles and ability 

to contextualize important information. The term “synthesize” was used to describe the tasks in 

which the students select, organize, and connect the articles’ content (Lammers et al., 2019). The 

finding of this study showed that the students consistently identified and comprehended the 
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majority of the rhetorical moves within the article through the SAM model. This occurred most 

often with the objective, supports, and main conclusion moves of the article. Both students and 

lecturers’ reviews indicated that they found the SAM to be useful in understanding and 

establishing an overview of the article and identifying key information in the articles. Students 

did report that they found some moves difficult to pinpoint within the articles, including the main 

points and the counterarguments (Lammers et al., 2019). 

Because of the nature of a case study, there is a very small sample size treated in this 

study, meaning that the results are not accurately generalizable within biology education or the 

greater scientific community (Lammers et al., 2019).  

The researchers concluded that overall the SAM could be a valuable first step when 

instructing students to synthesize research, a skill central to careers in the scientific community 

within any area of study (Lammers et al., 2019). This study showed that the SAM can be very 

useful in deciphering and setting up the structural elements of a research article as well as 

comprehending the information conveyed in highly complicated text. SAM can be very helpful 

in developing students’ abilities to draw students’ attention to the different structural elements of 

a research article and to decipher how those elements connect to each other and across research 

papers (Lammers et al., 2019). The researchers recommend that a follow-up study should be 

done on students who have already taken a course that utilizes SAM in course-related writing 

tasks to see how the model has impacted the students’ reading and writing skills (Lammers et al., 

2019). They also suggest that a valuable next step for research investigating SAM would be to 

see if students can apply the model to other forms of scientific writing such as lab reports 

(Lammers et al., 2019). 
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Game-Based Argumentation 

Research indicates that scientific evidence-based argumentation is a skill whose 

development in students must be guided by a teacher or more capable mentor in order to reach 

full capability. This study examines the use of a media-based mentoring system and its impact on 

middle school students’ argumentation skills. The researchers designed a digital environment, a 

social media platform, where middle school students were mentored by undergraduate college 

students during a game-based science curriculum (Gould & Parekh, 2017).  

 The study found that students who engaged with the game-based curriculum while being 

mentored by a college student showed significantly higher ratings in cognitive and social aspects 

of argumentation. These gains were not seen in the group that engaged with social media and the 

game-based science curriculum without a college mentor (Gould & Parekh, 2017). The 

researchers also specifically examined the social aspects of the mentoring relationships and how 

that impacted the social aspects of the argumentation activities. They found that the students in 

the mentored groups were guided, invited, and socialized into roles with more responsibility and 

agency by their college mentors (Gould & Parekh, 2017). The researchers posit that the increased 

agency within the digital game by the mentored students correlated with evidence that these 

students were engaging in scientific arguments at higher levels than their non-mentored 

counterparts (Gould & Parekh, 2017). 

 The authors indicate that the need to utilize context-dependent discourse moves and 

linguistic choices during the administration of this study is a limitation of the results (Gould & 

Parekh, 2017). Because actions taken during this study were necessarily specific, the 

generalizability of the findings is limited. The authors advise those examining this study in the 
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future must take the parameters of the study into consideration before applying it to their own 

work. 

 This study found that, by positioning students to display agency when solving meaningful 

problems, they can develop socio-scientific argumentation skills that will allow them to engage 

more deeply with the material they are addressing (Gould & Parekh, 2017). The authors also 

state that the findings impact the methods by which scientific argumentation can be taught. This 

study indicates that mentoring can be accomplished from geographically distant locations which 

will open up new forms of student participation in science and/or STEM communities (Gould & 

Parekh, 2017).  

Reason Racer is an online, multi-player game geared toward engaging middle school 

students in the introductory knowledge needed to begin learning how to construct scientific 

arguments. The aim of this study was to determine how effectively this game engages students in 

scientific argumentation (Ault et al., 2015). 

 The game is competitive and fast-paced with high rates of feedback and varied scientific 

scenarios, with aspects applicable to argumentation being judging the understanding of a claim, 

judging evidence based on a claim, and determining the correct reasoning applied to the claim 

(Ault et al., 2015). The study found that a large number of middle school students tested 

experienced increased levels of performance each time they played the game, and those who 

played more than 10 times improved in every aspect of scientific argumentation (Ault et al., 

2015). Students also responded from playing the game with a significant increase in confidence 

and motivation to engage in science learning and discussion, compared to those who did not 

play. Students also reported a positive attitude toward the game and said it had a sense of flow, 

as if they were losing track of time and being absorbed by the game (Ault et al., 2015).  
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 The researchers asked 8 teachers and their classes to participate in this study. Only 5 out 

of 8 teachers completed all required aspects of the study, including a minimum of 10 game-play 

sessions for the students, professional development courses for the teachers, and pre- and post-

tests. This led to 3 teachers’ data being excluded from the study and, with less data, the results 

are not as definitive as they might have been had the teachers completed all aspects of the study 

(Ault et al., 2015). 

 Because there were such positive results in scientific argumentation skills due to Reason 

Racer, the authors suggest that the program could possibly be utilized in other areas of education 

such as mathematics and social studies (Ault et al., 2015). The authors also suggest that specific 

aspects of Reason Racer should be examined in comparison to different aspects of argumentation 

(Ault et al., 2015). Lastly, the researchers mentioned that an area of further study should examine 

the effect that the number of scientific scenarios students used throughout the game has an 

impact on argumentation results (Ault et al., 2015).  

Generally, genetics is seen as one of the more complex and difficult topics to cover in a 

biology classroom. This article documents an action research project that examined the blending 

of problem-based learning (PBL) and scientific argumentation to determine if conceptual 

understanding of genetics is positively impacted (Choden & Kijkuakul, 2020). 

 The research was conducted on students in 9th grade who were used to rote learning. The 

intervention was conducted over 6 weeks with the teacher evaluating the students and the 

effectiveness of the intervention daily. The students were placed in small groups to competitively 

solve a PBL genetics-focused problem through argumentation (Choden & Kijkuakul, 2020). The 

blending approach was used to aid students in acquiring content knowledge and science 

knowledge as well as rectify misconceptions in the five topics of genetics covered: inheritance, 
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variation, genetic engineering, cloning, and evolution (Choden & Kijkuakul, 2020). The findings 

of the action research project found that students appeared to be more confident in their 

discussion and argumentation of the topics covered and were more willing to work 

collaboratively in groups at the end of the cycles than at the beginning. Though the authors did 

note that the blended approach could not be fully effective until later research cycles because the 

students required time to learn the blended approach and therefore needed increased teacher 

support during the first cycle. The researchers also observed that most misconceptions had been 

clarified while working in groups, and students were observed to enjoy the collaborative work 

(Choden & Kijkuakul, 2020).  

 This study was implemented as an action research project, so by its nature it was only 

conducted by one teacher in her own 9th grade classes and only on the topic genetics, of which 

she was not an expert (Choden & Kijkuakul, 2020). While this does not take away from the 

validity of the research, it does limit the ability to generalize the findings. 

 Because of the limitations presented by the utilization of an action research project, the 

authors state that there must be more research focusing on the replication of methods utilizing 

different teachers, schools, grades, and topics in order to collect a body of research with a strong 

consensus of data (Choden & Kijkuakul, 2020). Additionally, a change in the attitude of the 

students towards course instruction was observed and noted to have been positively impacted by 

the implementation of the blended approach, this aspect was not actively researched. The authors 

suggest this as a possible avenue for future research as well (Choden & Kijkuakul, 2020). 

Scientific Discussion 

In this age of technology, virtual and online courses have become more and more 

popular, both for college courses and high school credit-recovery programs. This study 
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investigated the impact that voluntary participation in online discussion forums, namely through 

a website called Blackboard, had on overall test scores. This study conducted two experiments. 

The first experiment looked at participation in the discussion posts and the impact it had on exam 

performance (Cheng, Pare, Collimore, Joordens, 2017). The second experiment, However, 

looked at student participation in the forums, both posting and reading others’ posts, and grades 

on the exams (Cheng et al., 2017). Both studies drew subject pools from online introductory 

psychology courses through the same university. They also both used a sample size of 

approximately 1200 students. The idea behind the discussion forums is to replace the classroom 

peer-to-peer discussion aspect that has been indicated through research to be effective in 

engaging students in high level thinking and learning (Cheng et al., 2017). 

 In the first experiment, the researchers looked at the number of posts submitted in the 

first and second half of the semester, finding that there were a total of 450 posts submitted by a 

total of 143 students. 216 posts were logged in the first half of the semester and 234 were posted 

in the second half, which, upon analysis, was found to be a significantly insignificant difference 

(Cheng et al., 2017). The students who posted more, a relatively small portion of the overall 

population, were found to have better scores on the midterm and the final exam respectively. 

Also, it was noted that the students who posted in the first half of the semester were also the 

students posting in the second half. In the second experiment, there were a total of 927 posts 

made over the course of the trial, which it is important to note that the discussion forum for the 

second experiment was only open for the second half of the semester (Cheng et al., 2017). 

During this experiment, 156 students posted at least once, and the authors noted that it was 

unexpected that more than double the amount of posts were submitted in the second experiment 

than the first even though the forum was only open for half the time (Cheng et al., 2017). This 
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experiment also looked at the number of times that students opened posts but did not post one of 

their own and found this was the case for 654 students (Cheng et al., 2017). Statistically there 

was a positive correlation between the two participation measures, meaning that the students who 

were posting were also the students logging the most views of other posts. The researchers found 

that the results from experiment 2, even with the added information, were consistent with 

experiment 1 in that the students who participated in the voluntary discussion forum did better in 

all aspects of the course overall (Cheng et al., 2017).  

 The authors reflect that, while the addition of analyzing student viewing of posts in the 

second experiment increased information about course engagement, it is not a comprehensive 

picture of course engagement and is still open to other factors including teacher input and peer 

input outside of the forum (Cheng et al., 2017). 

 Every teacher knows what a challenge it is to convince students to participate in class 

discussions when present in an in-person classroom setup. It makes sense that it would be much 

more difficult to entice students to engage in a virtual and voluntary discussion where no one is 

around to ask a student to share. This study found numerous benefits of participating in 

discussion to the learning process including improving grades and deepening understanding 

(Cheng et al., 2017). The positive correlation found in this study between the students who 

received better grades and the ones who participated the most in the discussion posts indicates 

that the inverse would illustrate that it would be exceedingly difficult to engage unmotivated and 

lower performing students in the activity. However, these are the students that it is perhaps most 

important to reach, and the researchers posit that using newer technology that allows students to 

personalize their accounts and respond in posts anonymously might help to improve the 

participation rates of these students (Cheng et al., 2017). As the technology surrounding 
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asynchronous and virtual classrooms improves, engaging in discussion via an online posting 

platform will become more intuitive and more popular to use, as indicated by the increased 

number of posts between the two experiments when the discussion platform had been modified. 

The current results of this study are currently the strongest evidence to support the claim that 

discussion of these forums are effective to enhance learning in online classroom settings (Cheng 

et al., 2017). 

According to new NGSS standards, argumentation is a core practice of science and 

should be considered essential within scientific education. This study looked at the discourse 

occurring in urban high school science classrooms. The researchers analyzed transcripts from 

three different teachers’ classrooms focusing on the structure of the scientific arguments taking 

place as well as the structure of the interactions between students (McNeill & Pimentel, 2009).  

 Overall, the researchers found that only 19-35% of the discourse occurring in the 

classrooms was focused on scientific argumentation specifically where evidence was used to 

justify claims. All three classrooms were found to exhibit argumentation discourse where 

students specifically constructed claims relevant to the topic and justified those claims with 

evidence and reasoning (McNeill & Pimentel, 2009). However, the researchers found that only 

one of the three classrooms exhibited explicit student-to-student interactions as well as students 

defending their claims using reasoning. The transcripts from this teacher’s classroom showed 

that this was the only classroom where the teacher utilized open questions and encouraged 

students to construct claims using reasoning to justify them. She also appeared to make direct 

connections throughout the event discourse to draw connections to students’ previous comments, 

possibly encouraging students to consider alternative viewpoints (McNeill & Pimentel, 2009).  
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 The researchers of this study explain that, had they used a different analysis technique to 

examine the structure of the conversations, there would be more evidence defining the 

relationships between the different aspects of the argumentation (McNeill & Pimentel, 2009). 

This would also mean that the researchers might have found the aspects of argumentation that 

this discourse was most successful at developing (McNeill & Pimentel, 2009). 

 This study clearly indicates that scientific discourse where students are required to 

pose a claim and justify it with reasoned evidence to their peers is a productive way of building 

argumentation skills (McNeill & Pimentel, 2009). Open questions and student-to student 

interactions have a major impact in the level of conceptual understanding of the scientific 

concept and the development of scientific argumentation and reasoning skills. The researchers 

suggest that future research should examine the impact of various aspects of discourse, such as 

student-to-student interactions and the ability for students to fully justify their claims, based on 

students’ scientific argumentation skills (McNeill & Pimentel, 2009).  

Quality Talk Science (QTS) is a support model designed to provide teachers with the 

tools to instruct and scaffold scientific argumentation and evidence-based reasoning skills 

through direct instruction and small group discussion (Murphy et al., 2017). This study examines 

the effectiveness of QTS in positively impacting teachers’ and students’ discussion practices and 

understandings of scientific argumentation (Murphy et al., 2017).  

 Teachers provided the QTS professional development were found to have posed 

significantly more authentic questions, and more teacher discourse moves than teachers who 

were not provided the professional development. In addition, the teachers with the QTS training 

provided less teacher discourse, in other words direct lecturing, than the non-treatment teachers 

(Murphy et al., 2017). The students in the treatment group, taught by the teachers who received 
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professional development, also showed an increase in all elements related to scientific 

argumentation, including posing authentic questions, elaborated explanations, and cumulative 

talk. The treatment group also generated more critical-analytic responses to questions posed than 

their untreated counterparts. There was also an increase of the strength in written arguments for 

treatment students (Murphy et al., 2017). 

 The authors noted a major limitation of the study being that they found the teachers that 

did not undergo professional development included more instruction via the additional 

explanation of content-specific vocabulary within the lessons tested (Murphy et al., 2017). This 

had the potential to artificially raise the conceptual understanding scores of the students who 

weren’t treated.  

 The authors of this study state that the findings indicate the effectiveness of QTS as a 

means of producing highly qualified science teachers that are capable of facilitating discussion 

involving scientific argumentation as well as developing students’ oral and written scientific 

argumentation skills (Murphy et al., 2017). Because of the limitation discussed by the authors, 

they plan to complete future research examining the inclusion of scientific vocabulary instruction 

within the model as a means of benefiting student growth in scientific understanding and small-

group discussion productivity (Murphy et al., 2017). In addition, the authors suggest future 

research should investigate the relation between different types of authentic questions posed by 

students and the correlated high-quality responses generated (Murphy et al., 2017). 

There have been many studies investigating the impact of group work in post-secondary 

learning. This study uses Toulmin’s argumentation scheme as a means of investigating the 

different aspects of peer-led group discussion and their impact on scientific learning. 

Specifically, this study is looking at the strength of the argument’s students are making through 
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these discussions and whether the argument involved one or more than one students’ 

participation (Kulatunga et al., 2013). 

 The researchers used video recordings of 105 class sessions conducted without peer 

leader intervention as a means of data collection. Students in the study were found to mostly be 

engaged in co-constructed arguments, with more than one group member participating and 

providing evidence and reasoning contributions (Kulatunga et al., 2013). The research also 

shows that, while students often provided evidence and reasoning to support their claim, they did 

not always provide sufficient elaboration on their reasoning to validate their argument fully. The 

researchers did, however, find that when the arguments consisted of participation from multiple 

students, the percentage of arguments containing backings increased (Kulatunga et al., 2013). 

Lastly, and equally significantly, researchers found that the students were able to identify and 

solve incorrect claims through argumentation among their groups without support from the 

instructor. Overall, 196 out of 201 inaccurate claims were able to be resolved throughout this 

study without intervention (Kulatunga et al., 2013). 

 This study includes only one form of classroom setting and only covering the specific 

chemistry content discussed during the peer-led discourse activities. The authors indicate that, 

because of the narrow content parameters, the results of this study are not necessarily 

generalizable to any type of cooperative educational activity with any type of students and 

teachers (Kulatunga et al., 2013).  

 Throughout this study, it was found that students were able to resolve almost all of the 

inaccurate claims presented to each group with no peer leader intervention or intervention from 

the instructor. This indicates that engaging in argumentation discourse can potentially improve 

comprehension of material. The authors suggest that future research will involve examining peer 
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leader intervention within student groups, specifically looking at the impact of different verbal 

cues on engaging students in argumentation (Kulatunga et al., 2013).  

Nature of Science 

Students' understanding and acceptance of evolutionary theory gives important insight 

into their overall understanding of the Nature of Science (NOS). In this study, researchers 

investigated the effect that engaging in inquiry activities about evolution and natural selection 

will have on the students’ belief in the validity of evolutionary theory (Johnson & Lark, 2018). 

The first assessment was a discussion based on literature students read about evolution and 

natural selection (Johnson & Lark, 2018). The next assessment was an experiment breeding 

antibiotic resistant bacterium and the last was a virtual model of evolution using Avida-ED 

digital evolution software which allowed students to complete activities concentrating on gene 

mutation and inheritance (Johnson & Lark, 2018).  

 The students were administered the Measure of Acceptance of the Theory of Evolution 

(MATE) instrument as a way of determining the rate of acceptance the students had for 

evolutionary theory (Johnson & Lark, 2018). This test was administered once at the beginning of 

the year and again at the end. The second assessment included seven constructed response 

questions that assessed students’ comprehension of the process of natural selection (Johnson & 

Lark, 2018). This assessment was administered right before and right after students completed 

the evolutionary activity using the Avida-ED software. The researchers saw a significant 

increase in the rate of acceptance of evolutionary theory measured by the MATE instrument, 

though the scores were unexpectedly high to begin with (Johnson & Lark, 2018). The results 

from the second assessment showed significant learning gains and increased acceptance of 

evolution as well. After using the Avida software, students were much more capable of 
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discussing the nature of genetic mutations, especially beneficial mutations, see over time 

(Johnson & Lark, 2018). The researchers report that the largest gains were made in the last 

question of the assessment that asks students to reason about a new context, which allows 

students to demonstrate the comprehension acquired through using Avida to develop a more 

generalized understanding of natural selection (Johnson & Lark, 2018). 

 The authors noted a major limitation within this study being the use of MATE as the 

evolutionary theory acceptance instrument measure. This instrument has been criticized in the 

past for confusing knowledge with acceptance (Johnson & Lark, 2018). The students in this 

study are high achieving and have enrolled in an AP Biology course. The students possibly 

scored higher on the MATE because they had above average background knowledge compared 

to the average student. 

 This study showed remarkable gains in understanding and acceptance of natural selection 

in AP Biology students. The short answer assessment revealed much about the capabilities of the 

students as well as about their understanding of the concept. The authors suggest that future 

research should investigate the difference in effectiveness of the hands-on bacterial selection 

experiment with the Adiva-ED activities in teaching the theory of natural selection (Johnson & 

Lark, 2018). They also note that it would be essential to determine which aspects of NOS are 

more relevant and critical for understanding evolution (Johnson & Lark, 2018). 
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Chapter 2: Rationale 
 
 

RATIONALE: FADING C.E.R.R. SCAFFOLDS WITHIN THE 
BIOLOGY CURRICULUM 
 

The Slug Lab will be the first lab within the curriculum. The students will use the results 

of the lab to complete a write-up in the form of a CERR, or Claim - Evidence - Reasoning - 

Relate response graphic organizer, that will allow students to state their own claim, use evidence 

to support their conclusions, and relate their investigation findings to the outside world. See the 

Appendix for labs and graphic organizers. 

Because it will be the first time students are exposed to the CERR graphic organizer 

model, it will be heavily scaffolded to provide students with an introductory indication of what is 

expected in a proficient CERR laboratory response. As the concept of a CERR laboratory 

response becomes more familiar throughout the year, scaffolding will begin to be faded from the 

graphic organizer. However, individual supports will be faded slowly and for many labs there are 

no support modifications at all to allow students the opportunity to practice skills being 

scaffolded and clarify misconceptions and expectations about the CERR procedure. As well, 

throughout the year, the expectations for the sophistication and explanatory efforts will increase 

as students become more comfortable with scientific thinking and writing. By the end of the 

year, students will be able to independently complete a CERR graphic organizer with very 

minimal resource support for various laboratory practical applications. 

 

The first step of the CERR is for students to recognize the main question being asked by 

the lab. Then students must develop their own prediction as they complete the experiment. Using 

the results obtained, students must create a claim based off of the original question and their own 
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prediction. Because this lab is in the first unit students will complete, the concept of a CERR is 

still unfamiliar, therefore, much support is provided in several ways to guide students and focus 

their analysis of the data and the responses have been simplified to allow students to build 

confidence in their responses without feeling overwhelmed by the complexity of the experiment. 

A clear and simple question is provided upon which students must base a claim. There have been 

skeletal responses provided within the Claim section of this graphic organizer to aid students in 

developing a claim that encompasses the whole experiment. Responding to these prompts will 

allow students to form a basis from which to push off their thought process as they begin to 

conceptually rationalize their experiment.  

Questions are provided within the Evidence section to indicate the appropriate 

information that must be included as well as to ensure students include the full scope of the 

experimental data collected. The Reasoning section is where students are asked to explain how 

their evidence relates to their claim, and more importantly, how the evidence supports or refutes 

the claim. Students are scaffolded in this skill through a skeletal sentence prompt to practice 

scientific explanatory language development. Skeletal prompts and sentence starters are provided 

within the Evidence and Reasoning sections to guide students’ analysis as they work with 

complex data they gathered in the lab activity.  

Several questions are provided within the Relate section to focus on the scope of real-

world significance which will allow students to include their data and thoughts while scaffolding 

the process of relating scientific data to concepts in their own lives. Lines are provided within the 

Reasoning and Relate sections to give students guidance for the length of an appropriate Relate 

response and to promote deeper thinking on the subject area. Because students are learning to 

think about the CERR framework within multiple different contexts as they move through the 
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laboratory aspect of the curriculum, scaffolds are faded slowly. Students require time to become 

adjusted to increased expectations and skills, so scaffolds are not always removed with each new 

CERR administered. 

 

By the time students have completed half a dozen CERR responses and are responding to 

the Balloon Diffusion Lab, it is the expectation to create a claim using appropriate language 

without more than a single word prompt. Listed prompts are provided within the Evidence 

section to indicate the appropriate information that must be included as well as to ensure students 

include the full scope of the experimental data collected.  

In the Lungs and Respiration Lab CERR organizer, the Question and Claim boxes have 

been merged to initiate the idea that students will eventually be able to independently recognize 

the prompts as one aspect of the CERR. A reminder in the form of “(Prediction)” and a sentence 

started are provided within the claim section to aid students in creating a claim based on the 

experimental question and their own prediction. The lines are also removed from the Reasoning 

section as a prompt to allow students more freedom to include deeper explanations. 

In the Flower Dissection organizer, the Claim section includes just the “(Prediction)” 

prompt to aid students, as well as three prompts in the form of “(Data)” reminders are provided 

within the Evidence section to indicate that there should be several pieces of data included in 

support of the claim, however, the prompts for specific data have been faded. This will allow 

students the opportunity to practice determining the relevant data within a specific experiment 

that supports their claim. 

Within the Point Mutations Lab organizer, three bullet points and a single reminder in the 

form of “(data)” is provided within the Evidence section to indicate that there should be several 
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pieces of data included in support of the claim.  

In the next lab, the Protein Synthesis Lab, the organizer includes a reminder that the 

Reasoning section should explain the importance and relevance of the Evidence is provided in 

the form of “(What does this mean?)” to guide students’ analysis as they work with complex data 

they gathered in the lab activity. The lines within the Relate section are removed and only one 

guiding question is provided with the intent of providing increased independence and broader 

scientific thinking. 

Once students reach the Common Traits lab, the 19th lab in the curriculum, students must 

generate their own experimental question. To scaffold students’ ability to determine the main 

question of the experiment, a prompt in the form of “(What are we testing?)” is provided. 

Students will generate the question for 2 labs, then this scaffold will be removed.  

In the Constructing a Human Pedigree lab, students will no longer be required to record 

the main question due to the cumulation of experience students now have to understand 

experimental questions. As well, a single prompt in the form of “(Connection to the real world)” 

is provided within the Relate section to focus students’ attempt to relate the concept to the real 

world. 

The 24th and 25th labs only offer single word reminders in the form of: “Claim,” 

“Evidence,” “Reasoning,” and “Relate” are provided within each of the respective sections. 

In the 26th, and last lab, the bear lab, only “C,” “E,” “R,” and “R” are provided to 

indicate the information students must include in each of the respective sections to effectively 

respond to the lab with an appropriately supported and explained claim. 
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Chapter 3: C.E.R.R. Narratives 
 
C.E.R.R. NARRATIVES THROUGHOUT THE BIOLOGY 
CURRICULUM  
 
SLUG LAB 

Students will complete a lab investigation in which they test which type of food slugs 

prefer to eat. This lab is designed to provide students the opportunity to gain practice in 

designing and carrying out an experiment as well as collecting and analyzing data. The main 

question provided through the graphic organizer is “What do slugs prefer to eat, lettuce or 

spinach?” An effective Claim for this lab could be “slugs will eat more spinach than lettuce.”  

In designing the experiment to address 

the experimental question, students were asked 

to record the percentage of each food the slugs 

ate. Effective Evidence that students must 

provide would be “Slugs ate 78% of the 

spinach. Slugs at 25% of the lettuce.” An 

example of an effective Reasoning response 

might be “ based on the evidence, we can 

conclude that slugs prefer spinach because they ate 53% more spinach than lettuce.”  

The Relate section is equipped with guiding questions including: “What does this tell us 

about where we might find slugs in nature?” and “If we are growing a garden and don’t want 

slugs in it, what should we grow?” An acceptable Relate response would be more student-based 

and could look something like, “We would find more slugs around a garden with spinach plants 
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than a garden with just lettuce plants, but if we don’t want slugs then we should avoid planting 

spinach or lettuce.” 

 

SCIENTIFIC METHOD - SENSES LAB 

Students will complete a lab investigation in which they test the response time of their 

sight, touch, and hearing. This lab is designed to give students practice in completing multiple 

trials within an experiment as well as recording and comparing data.The main question provided 

through the graphic organizer is “Which sense has the 

fastest reaction time: sight, touch or sound?” An 

effective Claim for this lab could be “Sense of sight will 

have the fastest reaction time.”  

In designing the experiment to address the 

experimental question, students were asked to record the 

average reaction time for the sight, touch, and sound 

trials. Effective Evidence that students must provide would be “Sight had an average time of 0.9 

seconds. Touch had an average time of 1.3 seconds. Hearing had an average time of 1.8 

seconds.” An example of an effective Reasoning response might be “ Based on the evidence, we 

can conclude that a person can respond faster to something they see because the person 

responded to seeing the stick falling 0.4 seconds faster than responding to touch and 0.9 seconds 

faster than responding to sound.”  

The Relate section is equipped with guiding questions including: “What does this tell us 

about which sense we rely on most heavily to navigate our world?” and “What would happen if 

we were to lose that sense?” An acceptable Relate response would be more student-based and 
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could be similar to, “Humans rely most heavily on the sense of sight to navigate through the 

world. If we were to lose our sight, we would have to relearn many skills and we would have to 

function more slowly in daily life.” 

 

INVESTIGATION OF pH OF COMMON HOUSEHOLD SUBSTANCES LAB 

Students will complete a lab investigation in which they use knowledge gained in class, 

as well as different indicator tools to test three mystery chemicals to discover whether they are 

acids or bases and how strong each chemical is. This lab is designed to demonstrate the 

properties of acids and bases. The main question provided through the graphic organizer is “Are 

the mystery substances X, Y, and Z acids or bases?” An effective Claim for this lab could be 

“Substance X is an acid. Substance Y is a base. Substance Z is a base.”  

In designing the experiment to address the experimental question, students were asked to 

record the indicator and pH paper results for 

substances X, Y, and Z. Effective Evidence that 

students must provide would be “The pH of 

substance X was 1. The litmus paper for substance 

X turned red, the phenolphthalein stayed clear, and 

the methyl orange turned red. The pH of substance 

Y was 11. The litmus paper for substance Y turned blue, the phenolphthalein turned pink, and 

the methyl orange stayed orange. The pH of substance Z was 9. The litmus paper for substance Z 

turned blue, the phenolphthalein stayed clear, and the methyl orange stayed orange.”  

An example of an effective Reasoning response might be “ Substance X was an acid 

because both litmus papers turned red, the phenolphthalein stayed clear, the methyl orange 
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turned red, and its pH was below 7; all of these are indicators of an acid. Substances Y and Z 

were both bases because both litmus paper turns blue, the phenolphthalein turned either clear or 

pink, the methyl orange stayed orange, and they had a pH higher than 7; all of these are 

indicators of a base.”  

The Relate section is equipped with guiding questions including: “Why is it important to 

know whether your household cleaning products are acids or bases?” and “What would happen if 

you were to mix an acid with a strong base like bleach?” An acceptable Relate response would 

be more student-based and could be similar to, “It is important to know which chemicals will 

react dangerously when combined. If bleach, a base, were to react with certain strong acids, there 

is a potential for a toxic gas to be produced..” 

 

LACTASE ENZYME ACTIVITY WITH DATA ANALYSIS LAB 

Students will complete a lab investigation in which they test the effectiveness of the 

lactase enzyme under varying temperature and pH conditions. This lab is designed to 

demonstrate the properties of enzymes and how environmental conditions affect their ability to 

function at optimal effectiveness. The main question provided through the graphic organizer is 

“Which factor will have the greatest effect on the functioning of the enzyme: pH or 

temperature?” An effective Claim for this lab could be “The lactase enzyme will function best at 

40 degrees celsius and 7 pH.”  

In designing the experiment to address the experimental question, students were asked to 

record the reaction rate of the enzyme at specific temperatures and pHs. Effective Evidence that 

students must provide would be “At temperature 20°C, the rate of reaction was 50 mg/dL. At 

temperature 40°C, the rate of reaction was 68 mg/dL. At temperature 60°C, the rate of reaction 
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was 7 mg/dL. At a pH of 4, the rate of reaction was 11 mg/dL. At a pH of 7, the rate of reaction 

was 63 mg/dL. At a pH of 10, the rate of reaction was 6 mg/dL.”  

An example of an effective Reasoning response might be “ The Lactase enzyme 

functions the best at a pH of 7 and a temperature of 40 degrees Celsius. When the pH was 

changed the rate of enzyme action decreased significantly. The Lactase enzyme can function at a 

wider range of temperatures (20-60 

degrees Celsius).”  

The Relate section is equipped 

with guiding questions including: 

“What does this tell us about our 

digestion and homeostasis?” and 

“What would happen to our enzymes 

if homeostasis were disrupted due to a 

natural disaster like a blizzard?” An acceptable Relate response would be more student-based 

and could be similar to, “Our internal chemical homeostasis is delicate and can be easily 

disrupted. It is more important to maintain a healthy pH in our digestive tract than a healthy 

temperature but both are dangerous to fluctuate. If a human was caught in a blizzard for too long, 

their stomach enzymes would stop working as well.” 

 

OBSERVING OSMOSIS LAB 

Students will complete a lab investigation in which they test how soaking a gummy bear 

in distilled water will affect the size of the candy. This lab is designed to demonstrate the process 

of osmosis, meaning the diffusion of water across a selectively permeable membrane. The main 
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question provided through the graphic organizer is “How will soaking a gummy bear candy in 

distilled water affect the size of the candy?” An effective Claim for this lab could be “Soaking 

the gummy bear in distilled water will increase its size.”  

In designing the experiment to address the 

experimental question, students were asked to record 

the change in the height, width, and mass of the 

gummy bear. Effective Evidence that students must 

provide would be “The change in the gummy bear’s 

height was 4.6%, change in its width was 3.8%, and 

change in its mass was 6.2%.”  

An example of an effective Reasoning response might be “Because the change in the size 

of the gummy bear could be measured in positive percentages, this means that the size increased. 

The distilled water in the beaker underwent osmosis and was transported from an area of high 

concentration (in the beaker) to an area of low concentration in the gummy bear, causing the 

gummy bear to become engorged and increase in size.”  

The Relate section is equipped with guiding questions including: “What do you think 

would happen to a water balloon if it were left alone for a week? What would it look and feel 

like? Would the size of the water balloon change?” An acceptable Relate response would be 

more student-based and could be similar to, “The water balloon would become moist, the balloon 

would shrink, and the latex would look more shrivelled. The water would be moving from a high 

concentration inside the balloon, across the latex membrane, to a low concentration of water 

molecules on the outside of the balloon.” 
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SMELLY BALLOON DIFFUSION LAB 

Students will complete a lab investigation in which they use their senses to observe the 

efficiency of diffusion of scented extracts across a latex membrane. This lab is designed to 

demonstrate how different sized molecules have varying rates and effectiveness of diffusion 

across a membrane. The main question provided through the graphic organizer is “Which 

extract, vanilla or mint, diffused through the balloon most effectively?” An effective Claim for 

this lab could be “I observed the mint extract to diffuse through the balloon most effectively.”  

In designing the experiment to address the experimental question, students were asked to 

record two observations regarding the mint and vanilla extract trials. Effective Evidence that 

students must provide would be “I could smell the mint extract more quickly when I approached 

the balloon. I could smell the mint from more than 4 ft away. I could see the vanilla extract 

within the balloon running down the sides slowly. I could not smell the vanilla extract until I 

moved the balloon around with my hands.”  

An example of an effective Reasoning response might be “These facts work together to 

build the case that the mint extract diffuses through the balloon more effectively than the vanilla 

extract because it has a stronger scent so there are more mint molecules in the air. ”  

The Relate section is equipped with 

guiding questions including: “What does this 

tell us about the size of the vanilla extract 

molecules compared to the mint extract 

molecules?” and “How do you think this 

relates to the transport of different sized 

molecules across a cell membrane?” An acceptable Relate response would be more student-
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based and could be similar to, “It can be reasoned that the mint extract molecules might be 

smaller than the vanilla extract molecules and therefore they diffuse through the membrane at a 

quicker rate. Other molecules that diffuse through a cell membrane, like sugars, must be broken 

down if they are too large to diffuse efficiently. Breaking complex sugars down aids in providing 

cells with energy to perform metabolism. If the complex sugars are not broken down, cells would 

receive no source of energy and they would die.” 

 

INVESTIGATING THE EFFECT OF LIGHT INTENSITY ON PHOTOSYNTHESIS 

LAB 

Students will complete a lab investigation in which they test the photosynthetic output of 

a sprig of evergreen by testing the sprig under various light intensity conditions using a sodium 

bicarbonate solution. This lab is designed to demonstrate how different levels and amounts of 

inputs can affect the photosynthetic reaction and, therefore, the productivity of a plant.The main 

question provided through the graphic organizer is “How does the concentration of sodium 

bicarbonate solution affect the rate of 

photosynthesis?” An effective Claim for this lab 

could be “I predict that our solution with a higher 

sodium bicarbonate concentration will allow a higher 

rate of photosynthesis to occur.”  

In designing the experiment to address the experimental question, students were asked to 

record the concentrations of sodium bicarbonate solution in the first and second experiment as 

well as the number of bubbles produced in each. Effective Evidence that students must provide 

would be “The sodium bicarbonate solution with a concentration of 30g/400ml produced 38 
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bubbles in 3 minutes. The sodium bicarbonate solution with a concentration of 48g/400ml 

produced 134 bubbles in 3 minutes. The amount of oxygen produced changed between 

experiments because we added more sodium bicarbonate, which is a carbon source for 

photosynthesis.”  

An example of an effective Reasoning 

response might be “These facts work together to 

build the case that when more input material, or 

sodium bicarbonate, is added to the photosynthesis 

chemical reaction, more output, or oxygen, is 

produced. This could mean that by adding more 

inputs to the photosynthetic reaction, the plant 

completing the reaction will be more successful.”  

The Relate section is equipped with guiding questions including: “What would happen if 

we exposed plants in nature to water with a higher concentration of sodium bicarbonate?” and 

“What about plants in agriculture? Should farmers use a higher concentration of sodium 

bicarbonate to irrigate their crops?” An acceptable Relate response would be more student-based 

and could be similar to, “If there is a higher concentration of sodium bicarbonate found in a 

natural environment, the plants growing there would be more successful. As well, if farmers 

were to irrigate crops with a higher sodium bicarbonate solution, they would potentially produce 

a larger and more successful crop.” 

 

CHROMATOGRAPHY LAB 

Students will complete a lab investigation in which they test a spinach leaf using 
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chromatography paper to discern the pigments the plant utilizes during photosynthesis. This lab 

is designed to demonstrate that plants have multiple pigments to absorb a range of colors of light 

and, therefore, the maximum amount of light possible. The main question provided through the 

graphic organizer is “Which pigments, chlorophyll or carotenoids, are found in a spinach leaf? 

Both? Neither?” An effective Claim for this lab could be “I observed Chlorophyll A, Chlorophyll 

B, carotene, violaxanthin, and lutein will be found in the spinach leaf.”  

In designing the experiment to address the 

experimental question, students were asked to record 

the colors of the pigment bands as well and the Rf 

values for each. Effective Evidence that students must 

provide would be “There was a yellow-green band 

with an Rf value of 0.35, a dark green band with an 

Rf value of 0.38, a yellow band with an Rf value of 

0.45 and an orange band with an Rf value of 0.98.”  

An example of an effective Reasoning 

response might be “These facts work together to build 

the case that the spinach leaf contains Chlorophyll A, Chlorophyll B, violaxanthin, and carotene. 

Because the spinach possesses multiple pigments, we can infer that the plant can absorb a wide 

range of colors of light.”  

The Relate section is equipped with guiding questions including: “What if you left your 

spinach in the bottom drawer of your fridge for several days, would this affect the pigments that 

would appear on the chromatography paper?” and “What do you think happens to the pigments 

in leaves as the seasons change toward winter in nature and the leaves get ready to fall from 
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trees?” An acceptable Relate response would be more student-based and could be similar to, “If 

there is a higher concentration of sodium bicarbonate found in a natural environment, the plants 

growing there would be more successful. As well, if farmers were to irrigate crops with a higher 

sodium bicarbonate solution, they would potentially produce a larger and more successful crop.” 

 

CELLULAR RESPIRATION LAB 

Students will complete a lab investigation in which they test the rate of their own carbon 

dioxide output at different levels of physical exertion. This lab is designed to demonstrate the 

change in the rate of cellular respiration as more energy is used by an organism. The main 

question provided through the graphic organizer is “How does exercise affect the production of 

carbon dioxide?” An effective Claim for this lab could be “I predicted that the more exercise 

being undertaken, the more carbon dioxide is produced.”  

In designing the experiment to 

address the experimental question, 

students were asked to record the 

average time it took for the indicator to 

react with the carbon dioxide produced 

from resting, jogging, and intense 

exercise. Effective Evidence that 

students must provide would be “It took 28.74 sec for the bromothymol to turn blue when 

resting, 26.65 seconds when jogging, and 23.12 seconds when intensely exercising.”  

An example of an effective Reasoning response might be “The evidence shows that the 

rate of the change in bromothymol increased as the intensity of the exercise and breathing 
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increased because there was an increased rate of cellular respiration occurring, therefore, 

increasing output of carbon dioxide was being indicated.”  

The Relate section is equipped with guiding questions including: “What do you think this 

means for a distance runner’s rate of respiration?” and “Would a distance runner be able to 

complete a race sooner if they have a higher rate of carbon dioxide output than their 

competitor?” An acceptable Relate response would be more student-based and could be similar 

to, “A distance runner would want to have a higher rate of carbon dioxide output because this 

would indicate a higher rate of respiration, therefore, the runner would be taking more oxygen 

into his or her body. A runner with a higher rate of respiration would have a better chance of 

winning against a competitor with a lower rate of respiration due to the increased ability to take 

in oxygen and utilize energy while running.” 

 

LUNGS AND RESPIRATION LAB 

Students will complete a lab investigation in which they identify major structures and 

functions of the respiratory system. This lab is designed to demonstrate the steps of inhalation. 

The main question provided through the graphic organizer is “How does exercise affect lung 

capacity during respiration?” An effective Claim for this lab could be “Someone who exercises 

often will have a larger lung capacity than someone who exercises rarely.”  

Effective Evidence that students must provide would be “The trainer’s lung capacity on 

the first day of the program was 4800 cm3, 4930 cm3 on day 30 (halfway through the program), 

and 5260 cm3 on day 60, the last day.”  

In designing the experiment to address the experimental question, students were asked to 

record the lung capacity of a person in a training program 0, 30, and 60 days into the program. 
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An example of an effective Reasoning response might be “The evidence shows that the trainer’s 

lung capacity increased over the course of the training program because the trainer could expand 

their lungs an additional 460 cm3.”  

The Relate section is equipped with guiding questions including: “What do you think 

would happen to a coal miner’s average lung capacity over time?” and “Would a coal miner be 

able to win a race against the non-coal 

mining runner that completed a 60 day 

training program? Why/why not?” An 

acceptable Relate response would be 

more student-based and could be 

similar to, “A coal miner’s average lung 

capacity would decrease due to the 

noticeable tissue damage inflicted by the continuous coal dust inhalation. Because the coal 

miner’s lungs would be damaged over time and unable to expand and absorb as much oxygen 

from the air, the non-coal mining distance runner would inevitably win a race between the two. 

There is also the potential that the coal miner would develop a health defect involving the lungs 

due to the damage noted.” 

 

DIGESTIVE SYSTEM LAB 

Students will complete a lab investigation in which they identify major structures and 

functions of the digestive system. This lab is designed to explain the significance of each 

digestive organ and its role in allowing the organism to carry out metabolic functions. The main 

question provided through the graphic organizer is “WHat is the function of the digestive 
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system?” An effective Claim for this lab could be “The function of the digestive system is to 

break down food into a usable form to help perform other life processes.”  

In designing the experiment to address the experimental question, students were asked to 

describe the processes of chemical and mechanical digestion as well as when the process of 

digestion begins and ends. Effective Evidence that students must provide would be “Mechanical 

digestion breaks down the food into smaller chunks. Chemical digestion breaks down the food 

molecules into smaller molecules that can be absorbed by 

cells. Digestion begins with the chewing in the mouth and 

ends with the excretion of waste through the anus.”  

An example of an effective Reasoning response 

might be “The evidence shows the process of digestion 

involves the mechanical and chemical breaking down of 

food particles to allow for easier absorption. The food 

particles are absorbed by the cells and transported to other 

parts of the body.”  

The Relate section is equipped with guiding 

questions including: “Why do you think digestion and 

having a healthy digestive system is important for maintaining homeostasis?” and “What would 

happen to your body if your digestive system stopped functioning correctly for several weeks?” 

An acceptable Relate response would be more student-based and could be similar to, “The 

digestive system is the body’s method of intake for energy and nutrients, both of which are 

essential for carrying out metabolic functions. If digestions started occurring incorrectly within a 

body, the body would not be able to absorb nutrients as well which would lead to the breakdown 
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of cells and tissues. The body would also not be able to produce usable energy which would lead 

to the body becoming weaker.” 

 

NERVOUS SYSTEM LAB 

Students will complete a lab investigation in which they identify differences in the 

nervous system based on reaction response time and nerve density. This lab is designed to 

demonstrate the differences in the effectiveness and reactivity of the nervous system under 

various circumstances. The main question provided through the graphic organizer is “How does 

temperature affect the functioning of neurons?” An effective Claim for this lab could be “I 

predict that the functioning of neurons will decrease as the temperature decreases.”  

In designing the experiment to address the experimental question, students were asked to 

record the number of pennies picked up with the hand soaked in room temperature and ice water. 

The length of time that the hand must be submerged in 

water, as well as the length of the trial must be 

recorded. And students must take qualitative data 

about how the hand submerged in ice water felt. 

Effective Evidence that students must provide would 

be “17 pennies were able to be picked up within 30 

seconds after the hand had been wet with room temperature water. 6 pennies were able to be 

picked up within 30 seconds after the hand had been in ice water for 1 minute and 30 seconds. 

The hand felt numb after being submerged in the ice water.”  

An example of an effective Reasoning response might be “The evidence shows that much 

fewer pennies were able to be picked up within 30 seconds if the hand had been submerged in ice 
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water for one and a half minutes because the hand experienced a decrease in sensitivity, a 

function of neurons.”  

The Relate section is equipped with guiding questions including: “What do you think 

would happen to a person’s neurons if they fell through ice on a lake?” and “Would the cold 

temperature make it easier or harder to get out of the water?” An acceptable Relate response 

would be more student-based and could be similar to, “If a person fell through ice on a lake, they 

would most likely experience a decrease in sensitivity and dexterity while using their extremities 

after a few seconds. This would make it extremely difficult to get out of the water, if not 

impossible.” 

 

FLOWER DISSECTION LAB 

Students will complete a lab investigation in which they identify major structures and 

functions of a flower. This lab is designed to demonstrate the reproductive organs and processes 

of a flowering plant to aid in the 

survival of the species. The main 

question provided through the 

graphic organizer is “How does a 

flower help with plant species 

survival?” An effective Claim for 

this lab could be “A flower helps 

with the reproduction of the 

plant.”  

In designing the experiment to address the experimental question, students were asked to 
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record three pieces of evidence gleaned from the experiment they felt to be relevant. Effective 

Evidence that students must provide would be “The ovary contains egg cells, the anther produces 

pollen, the petals attract pollinators, and the stigma catches pollen.” 

An example of an effective Reasoning response might be “The evidence shows that the 

parts of the flower work together to carry out sexual reproduction and fertilization of a gamete. 

The flower is equipped with all necessary components of the reproductive process for a plant and 

this is where fertilization occurs, making offspring viable.”  

The Relate section is equipped with guiding questions including: “Each flower produces 

huge amounts of pollen particles. What would it be like if they only produced a few at a time? 

What would that mean for plant species?” and “How would that affect humans with pollen 

allergies?” An acceptable Relate response would be more student-based and could be similar to, 

“If flowers only produced a few pollen particles at a time, there would be a lot less flowering 

plants, and probably a lot less pollinator species like bees. However, human allergic reactions to 

pollen might not be as common.” 

 

HUMAN MENSTRUAL CYCLE LAB 

Students will complete a lab investigation in which they examine the events of the human 

menstrual cycle with regard to hormone levels. This lab is designed to demonstrate how hormone 

feedback mechanisms and mechanisms control a cyclical functioning mechanism. The main 

question provided through the graphic organizer is “How do hormone levels affect the menstrual 

cycle?” An effective Claim for this lab could be “I predict that hormone levels control the 

menstrual cycle.”  

In designing the experiment to address the experimental question, students were asked to 
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record three pieces of evidence gleaned from the experiment they felt to be relevant. Effective 

Evidence that students must provide would be “At day 12, approximately halfway through the 

cycle, the FSH reaches a maximum level and the ovary is preparing for ovulation. On day 13, LH 

is at maximum level and the egg is being released into the fallopian tubes. When progesterone 

increases after ovulation when the egg is not fertilized.” 

An example of an effective Reasoning response might be “The evidence shows that the 

menstrual cycle and ovulation is being 

influenced by the changing hormone levels 

over the course of the cycle because, when 

FSH and LH levels reach their peak, 

ovulation is performed and when 

progesterone increases, the cycle prepares to 

start over again.”  

The Relate section is equipped with 

guiding questions including: “What would 

happen if hormone levels stayed consistent every day? What if they were consistently high or 

low?” and “How would a consistent hormone level affect a woman’s fertility?” An acceptable 

Relate response would be more student-based and could be similar to, “If hormone levels stayed 

constant, the uterus would never be fully prepared to become pregnant and human fertility might 

decrease. If the hormone level was consistently high, the uterine lining would be always 

thickened and fertility might increase. If the hormone level was always low, fertility would 

drastically decrease.” 
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OBSERVING MITOSIS LAB 

Students will complete a lab investigation in which they identify stages of mitosis. This 

lab is designed to demonstrate that mitosis is a fluid division cycle occurring in every cell within 

an organism. The main question provided through the graphic organizer is “Is mitosis a series of 

individual stages or a fluid cycle?” An effective Claim for this lab could be “I predict that 

mitosis is a fluid cycle.”  

In designing the experiment to 

address the experimental question, students 

were asked to record three pieces of 

evidence gleaned from the experiment they 

felt to be relevant. Effective Evidence that 

students must provide would be “There are 

48 cells found in the interphase stage and 

23 found in the anaphase stage. There are multiple cells found in every stage of the cycle.” 

An example of an effective Reasoning response might be “The evidence shows that at 

any one time there are cells in all phases of the cycle, meaning that it is a constantly progressing 

cycle. The majority of the cells are in the interphase stage, meaning that the cells spend most of 

this cycle in the resting stage performing life functions.”  

The Relate section is equipped with guiding questions including: “If an organism’s cells 

slowed down their rate of division, what would that mean for the organism? Does this happen to 

humans?” An acceptable Relate response would be more student-based and could be similar to, 

“If the rate of cell division slowed, there would be slower regeneration from injuries and older 

cells would begin to dominate the population. This happens when an organism ages. As an 
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organism grows older, cells do not divide as prolifically. This can be seen in humans when a 

person becomes elderly, their skin wrinkles, and they cannot heal from injuries as effectively or 

rapidly.” 

RECOMBINANT DNA LAB 

Students will complete a lab investigation in which they simulate how genes are removed 

from one cell and inserted into another. This lab is designed to demonstrate why genetic 

engineering is important. The main question provided through the graphic organizer is “Is the 

utilization of recombinant DNA an 

effective method of producing 

insulin?” An effective Claim for 

this lab could be “Recombinant 

DNA is an effective method of 

producing insulin.”  

In designing the experiment 

to address the experimental question, students were asked to record three pieces of evidence 

gleaned from the experiment they felt to be relevant. Effective Evidence that students must 

provide would be “The sequences, GAATTC and CTTAAG, can be found in two separate places 

within the human genome. The EcoR1 enzyme recognizes these sequences. The human DNA 

sequence is able to be inserted into the bacteria sequence using the ligase enzyme.” 

An example of an effective Reasoning response might be “The evidence shows that the 

human DNA sequence is able to be successfully inserted into the bacterial DNA with the use of 

the EcoR1 and ligase enzymes. The bacteria can then continue with the cellular reproduction 

cycle to copy the new DNA sequence into the new bacteria cells. Because the new DNA 
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sequence within the bacteria codes for the production of human insulin, the production of new 

bacteria cells will also produce insulin.”  

The Relate section is equipped with guiding questions including: “We have the 

technology to place human genes that produce insulin into the genes of bacteria, allowing the 

bacteria to produce insulin. What other uses of this technology can you think of that would be 

beneficial to humans?” An acceptable Relate response would be more student-based and could 

be similar to, “We can use bacterial cells to create other naturally occurring proteins for humans 

such as lactase. With the production of lactase, less humans would be lactose intolerant and dairy 

could be a more major source of nutrition for humans in areas of the world with little access to 

other sources of food.” 

 

POINT MUTATIONS LAB 

Students will complete a lab investigation in which they examine the effects of mutations 

on the resulting amino acid sequences within a strand of DNA. This lab is designed to 

demonstrate similarities in DNA and how that provides clues to the evolutionary relationships 

between species. The main question provided through the graphic organizer is “DO DNA 

sequences indicate the evolutionary relationships between species?” An effective Claim for this 

lab could be “DNA sequences provide effective means for understanding the evolutionary 
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relationships between species.”  

In designing the experiment to address the experimental question, students were asked to 

record three pieces of evidence gleaned from the experiment they felt to be relevant. Effective 

Evidence that students must provide would be “The human 

and cow DNA shared 7 out of 9 DNA sequences. The 

human and the chimpanzee shared 4 out of 4 of the same 

DNA sequences. The pig only shared 1 out of 4 DNA 

sequences with the human.” 

An example of an effective Reasoning response 

might be “The evidence shows that, while the cow and the 

human are evolutionarily similar, the human and the 

chimpanzee are much more similar and therefore more 

closely evolutionarily related. The human and the cow still share the majority of the DNA 

sequences, which is due to the close evolutionary ties between mammals.”  

The Relate section is equipped with guiding questions including: “We now use DNA 

sequences to determine evolutionary relationships between species. WHat do you think scientists 

used before DNA was discovered?” An acceptable Relate response would be more student-based 

and could be similar to, “Scientists knew that some species were more evolutionarily related than 

others through the examination of physical characteristics as well as behaviors. The advent of 

DNA sequencing largely supported hypotheses that scientists were already operating under, 

though it helped to determine more subtle differences and more recent evolutionary 

divergences.”  
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PROTEIN SYNTHESIS LAB 

Students will complete a lab investigation in which they examine the process of 

transcription and translation to synthesize proteins. This lab is designed to demonstrate the 

creation of RNA and protein synthesis within a cell. The main question provided through the 

graphic organizer is “How does mRNA affect the physical characteristics of an organism?” An 

effective Claim for this lab could be “mRNA codes the DNA and provides the template from 

which the proteins controlling gene expression are formed.”  

In designing the experiment to address the experimental question, students were asked to 

record three pieces of evidence gleaned from the experiment they felt to be relevant. Effective 

Evidence that students must provide would be “The DNA has to stay in the nucleus, which is the 

teacher’s lab desk in the simulation. The proteins are synthesized at the students’ lab desks to 

represent the ribosomes within a cell. The amino acid 

sequences are then translated into words that can be read in 

the corresponding order to simulate the coding of the 

proteins from the mRNA.” 

An example of an effective Reasoning response 

might be “The evidence shows that, once the amino acid 

sequences are translated into tRNA which makes the 

proteins, the sentences make sense. This means that the 

protein synthesis was completed correctly.”  

The Relate section is equipped with guiding questions including:“What would happen to 

a protein if it did not copy correctly?” An acceptable Relate response would be more student-

based and could be similar to, “If there were mistakes in the copying of the DNA into mRNA, 
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this would mean that the transcription was completed incorrectly. Because of this mistake, the 

translation of the RNA to code for the proteins would be incorrect. The proteins would be 

created incorrectly and would no longer be functional within the cell life processes. If the protein 

were meant to produce a physical characteristic for an organism, that characteristic would change 

or be disfigured. An example  would be a human having unusually colored eyes.” 

COMMON GENETIC TRAITS LAB 

Students will complete a lab investigation in which they examine the effects of dominant 

versus recessive traits presented within a population. This lab is designed to demonstrate how 

some traits are more or less common in reference to the dominance of the allele which carries it. 

Students must create their own main question to begin the graphic organizer. An acceptable 

experimental question could be “Are traits 

coded through dominant alleles more 

commonly expressed than traits in recessive 

alleles?” A Claim based on the question for 

this lab could be “Traits coded through 

dominant alleles are expressed more 

commonly than traits from recessive alleles.”  

In designing the experiment to address the student-generated experimental question, 

students were asked to record three pieces of evidence gleaned from the experiment they felt to 

be relevant. Effective Evidence that students must provide would be “85% of the class is right-

hand dominant, which is a dominant trait. 10% of the class has blue eyes, which is a recessive 

trait. The dominant alleles were expressed most often in 76% of the traits tested.” 

An example of an effective Reasoning response might be “The evidence shows that there 
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are some traits that can seem to be more common and are recessive, like having a bent thumb, 

however, dominant traits are more often expressed throughout the population. Traits that are 

known to not skip generations and are seen regularly within families can usually be assumed to 

be dominant unless otherwise known. Recessive traits don’t need to be expressed in either 

parent, but still be expressed in the offspring.”  

The Relate section is equipped with guiding questions including: “People from the same 

race tend to have a wide range of genetic diversity. Why do people of the same race have a lot of 

similar physical features if they have such diversity?” An acceptable Relate response would be 

more student-based and could be similar to, “There are several dominant traits that are 

characteristic to a race, such as dark skin or black hair. There is often huge amounts of diversity 

within a race, though usually through recessive traits. Because this is the case, there are 

occasionally unusually expressed traits such as an african child being born with blue eyes. This is 

especially common when there has been extended interracial mating and production of 

offspring.” 

 

PROBABILITY OF INHERITANCE LAB 

Students will complete a lab investigation in which they examine the effects of dominant 

versus recessive genes within the physical traits of a family pedigree. This lab is designed to 

demonstrate how genes are inherited and expressed through generations of a family. Students 

must create their own main question to begin the graphic organizer. An acceptable experimental 

question could be “Which traits are you more likely to inherit from a parent?” An effective 

Claim for this lab could be “Dominant traits are more likely to be inherited from a parent.”  

In designing the experiment to address the student-generated experimental question, 
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students were asked to record three pieces of evidence gleaned from the experiment they felt to 

be relevant. Effective Evidence that students must provide would be “30% of the coin tosses 

resulted in Head-Head. 40% of the coin tosses resulted in Head-Tail. And 30% of the coin tosses 

resulted in Tail-Tail.” 

An example of an effective Reasoning response might be “The evidence shows that, 

assuming Head represents a dominant trait, 70% of the coin tosses would have a dominant Heads 

result. Only 30% of the coin tosses ended up only Tails. Because we are relating Heads to a 

dominant allele, we can relate the coin toss to the production of offspring and 70% of offspring 

would express the dominant trait.”  

The Relate section is equipped with guiding questions 

including: “Is there a trait that you know you got from a 

specific parent? What does that mean about the dominance of 

that parent’s gene?” An acceptable Relate response would be 

more student-based and could be similar to “Red hair is a 

recessive trait. If one parent has red hair and one does not, yet 

produce a child with red hair, this could be the result of two 

scenarios. One, that the red hair is a dominant trait if the red-

haired parent had Rr/RR and the second parent had rr. 

However, it is also possible that red hair is a recessive trait, meaning that the red-haired parent 

could have an rr allele and the other parent could have Rr. If this were the case, the offspring 

would have inherited an r allele from each parent. Without knowing whether red hair comes up 

most commonly within the population, we cannot say if the trait is dominant or recessive.” 
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CONSTRUCTING A HUMAN PEDIGREE LAB 

Students will complete a lab investigation in which they examine the physical 

characteristics of a family and determine the genotypes of the given pedigree for the presence of 

dimples. This lab is designed to demonstrate that inherited traits can be traced through a family’s 

lineage. Students are no longer obligated to create a separate experimental question, and will 

create a claim based on their knowledge and understanding of the experiment. An effective 

Claim for this lab could be “The presence of dimples is a dominant trait in this family's 

pedigree.”  

In designing the experiment to address the student-generated experimental question, 

students were asked to record evidence gleaned from the experiment they felt to be relevant. 

Effective Evidence that students must provide would be “Tom has dimples and Jane does not, yet 

all of their children have dimples. 70% of all members of the family have dimples. Both Gerald 

and Dorothy, the first couple, have dimples, yet their daughter Julie does not.” 

An example of an effective Reasoning response might be “The evidence shows it can be 

determined that most family members are 

heterozygous for the dominant gene producing 

dimples because each offspring-producing couple, 

even when one of them does not have dimples, 

produce at least one offspring with dimples.”  

The Relate section is equipped with a 

reminder that students must connect the concept 

addressed in the lab to the outside world. An acceptable Relate response would be more student-

based and could be similar to, “A family genealogy created with the guidance of a family 
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pedigree could be considered more accurate and more well-supported due to the genetic evidence 

included within the documentation. There could also be the potential to discover and trace 

diseases through the family history to figure out the likelihood of the disease being a threat to 

present and future family members.” 

 

SHARK ID LAB 

Students will complete a lab investigation in which they examine a dichotomous key to 

identify what family an unknown shark species belongs to. This lab is designed to demonstrate 

the creation and use of a dichotomous key to identify organisms.  Students are no longer 

obligated to create a separate experimental question, and will create a claim based on their 

knowledge and understanding of the experiment. An effective Claim for this lab could be “Shark 

#1 belongs to family Rajidae.”  

In designing the experiment to address the student-generated experimental question, 

students were asked to record evidence gleaned from the experiment they felt to be relevant. 

Effective Evidence that students must provide would be 

“The shark’s body is kitelike when viewed from the top. 

This is choice 1A and the key instructs to jump to 

statement 12. The shark also has a small dorsal fin present 

near the tip of its tail. This is choice 12A in the key.” 

An example of an effective Reasoning response 

might be “The evidence shows that the shark has two 

distinctive characteristics that allow a scientist to 

accurately move through the dichotomous key until a family name is reached.”  
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The Relate section is equipped with a reminder that students must connect the concept 

addressed in the lab to the outside world. An acceptable Relate response would be more student-

based and could be similar to, “If a scientist found that a species that did not appear within a 

dichotomous key, there would be several possible explanations: one explanation would be that it 

is a new species just being discovered, another explanation would be that the scientist keyed the 

species incorrectly, and the third possible explanation would be that the specimen being 

examined possessed unusual features not commonly found within the species.” 

 

EVIDENCES OF EVOLUTION LAB 

Students will complete a lab investigation in which they will compare and contrast the 

structures and the embryos of various organisms. This lab is designed to demonstrate the 

similarities and differences that arise through the gradual evolutionary changes that occur within 

species throughout history. Students are no longer obligated to create a separate experimental 

question, and will create a claim based on their knowledge and understanding of the experiment. 

An effective Claim for this lab could be “Many mammals have homologous limb structures that 

arose for the same general purpose.”  

In designing the experiment to address the student-generated experimental question, 

students were asked to record evidence gleaned from the experiment they felt to be relevant. 

Effective Evidence that students must provide would be “The human, whale, and bat all have 5 

digital structures. They also all have an ulna, radius, and humerus bone within the limb. All three 
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of these mammals use this structure for a form of 

locomotion.” 

An example of an effective Reasoning 

response might be “The evidence shows that the 

humans, bats, and whales have extremely similar 

limb skeletal structures that have similar 

functions within the organisms’ life processes. All 

three of these organisms are mammals and 

therefore are relatively closely related. While these 

organisms have vast differences in physical 

appearances, it can be inferred that their limbs 

show evidence of modification of a similar limb 

structure to suit their lifestyle over the course of 

time and evolution.”  

The Relate section is equipped with a reminder that students must connect the concept 

addressed in the lab to the outside world. An acceptable Relate response would be more student-

based and could be similar to, “Looking at the crocodile limb structure, it is reasonable to infer 

that the crocodile also descended from the lineage that possessed this limb structure within 

evolutionary history. Because crocodiles are not mammals, the possibility that this limb structure 

predated the evolutionary appearance of mammals can be considered valid.” 

 

FOSSIL DATING LAB 

Students will complete a lab investigation in which they examine and sequence different 
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layers of rock according to the fossils they contain. This lab is designed to demonstrate how 

fossils can be used to give relative dates to rock layers. Students are no longer obligated to create 

a separate experimental question, and will create a claim based on their knowledge and 

understanding of the experiment. An effective Claim for this lab could be “Species R lived 

longer in Europe than in North America.”  

In designing the experiment to address the student-generated experimental question, 

students were asked to record evidence gleaned from the experiment they felt to be relevant. 

Effective Evidence that students must provide would be “Species R was found within the rock 

layers dating back to 472 million years ago in Europe and in North America. Species R was 

found in European rock layers to date as recently as 

123 million years ago. Species R was found in North 

American rock layers as recently as 249 million years 

ago.” 

An example of an effective Reasoning 

response might be “The evidence shows that species 

R was found in rock layers that were most likely 

produced more recently in Europe than in North America. If the rock layers are produced more 

recently, that means that the species existed while those rock layers were being formed and lived 

to more recent times. Because the only fossils found in North America are from 249 million 

years ago, it can be inferred that the species died out around then in North America, but not for 

another 74 million years in Europe.”  

An acceptable Relate response would be more student-based and similar to, “Species R 

existed in both Europe and North America beginning at the same time, which tells us that it 
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either evolved or moved into these areas at the same time. However, if the species had started 

occurring in the fossil record earlier in North America than it did in Europe, there would be 

stronger evidence that the species evolved in North American and then moved to Europe later.” 

IDENTIFYING ADAPTATIONS IN BIRDS LAB 

Students will complete a lab investigation in which they examine the adaptations to the 

characteristics of birds and relate these to birds’ environment and method of feeding. This lab is 

designed to demonstrate how birds have different physical attributes that allow them to most 

effectively function in their environment. Students are no longer obligated to create a separate 

experimental question, and will create a claim based on their knowledge and understanding of 

the experiment. An effective Claim for this lab could be “The eagle’s beak and body are adapted 

to live in trees and eat meat.”  

In designing the experiment to address the student-generated experimental question, 

students were asked to record evidence gleaned from the experiment they felt to be relevant. 

Effective Evidence that students must 

provide would be “The eagle has a 

short, hooked beak as well as 3 front 

toes and 1 back toe with long curved 

nails. Eagles are large birds with large 

eyes.”  

An example of an effective 

Reasoning response might be “The 

evidence shows that the eagle’s beak is 

effective for tearing flesh and it’s feet are ideal for perching in trees. The eagle is a large bird that 
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has big eyes. This bird is adapted to hunting prey from the tops of trees.”  

An acceptable Relate response would be more student-based and could be similar to, “If 

the eagle had the same physical characteristics, but was half the size as eagles we know today, 

the probability of it hunting the same prey it does now is slim. The eagle would probably hunt 

much smaller prey exclusively and would not be at the top of the food chain, but rather most 

likely more in the middle with predators hunting it as well. ” 

 

 

TOO MANY BEARS LAB 

Students will complete a lab investigation in which they examine the effect of 

competition for resources within a population of bears. This lab is designed to demonstrate how 

competition and finite resources can control a species population fluctuations. Students are no 

longer obligated to create a separate experimental question, and will create a claim based on their 

knowledge and understanding of the experiment. An effective Claim for this lab could be “As the 

population of bears in an area increases, the amount of food decreases. Eventually, the amount of 

bears in the area will also decrease.”  

In designing the experiment to address the student-generated experimental question, 

students were asked to record evidence gleaned from the experiment they felt to be relevant. 

Effective Evidence that students must provide would be “The injured bear was able to acquire 20 

lbs of berries and fruit, 20 lbs of nuts, 8 lbs of insects, 2 lbs of meat, and 10 lbs of plants. Of the 

24 bears that the experiment started with, only 15 bears were able to acquire the appropriate 

amount of food, 80 pounds, to be able to survive a 10 day period. The area can support a total of 
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12 bears within the area consistently.”  

An example of an effective Reasoning response might be “The evidence shows that the 

area in which these bears are living can only 

support 12 bears sustainably. This means 

that those who do not collect enough food 

will die or need to move to a different area. 

Over the course of the experiment, 9 bears 

died and according to our calculations 3 

more will die or move. We can also infer 

that, because the injured bear acquired the least amount of food, it will be one of the first to die.”  

An acceptable Relate response would be more student-based and could be similar to, “If 

humans were to move into the area and begin to collect the same foods that the bears need to 

survive, less bears will be able to survive in the area. This would mean that the population of 

bears in this area would eventually begin to decrease and the carrying capacity of bears in this 

environment would be permanently lowered. However, the carrying capacity of humans in this 

area would be increased.” 
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Chapter 4: Reflection 
 

REFLECTION: C.E.R.R. WITHIN THE BIOLOGY CURRICULUM 

Gone are the days when students would be assessed based on their memorization of facts 

and production of cookie-cutter labs. Those experiences, while they did serve to educate, lead 

students through a curriculum with no opportunity for skill development or curiosity. As science 

education has progressed over the last several decades, there has been a shift towards inquiry, 

scientific argumentation, and laboratory skill development. Students today are being taught, not 

only how to understand scientific concepts, but how to apply them to their own questions and 

ideas. 

Reasoning is the act of deriving meaning and importance from evidence or a set of data 

(Boose, 2014). This allows students to solve problems using their own thinking and to answer 

their own questions as well as questions posed to them. Students are better able to understand 

concepts within the broader context of the scientific world as well as their own personal world, 

and further, students develop the capability of creating their own opinions, claims, and questions 

regarding a given topic. 

Scientific inquiry is a method of helping students to ask and answer questions based on 

their own evidence and reasoning. This form of investigation provides a framework through 

which students can build their investigation and analysis without becoming overwhelmed. One 

method of framework is the scientific method, providing students a clear set of steps to follow 

within which students will have the freedom to design and test their own hypotheses (Wyeth & 

Wonham, 2018). Inquiry does not only belong in the investigation however, it is a valuable tool 

to use in the analysis of the experiment and data collected. Claim-Evidence-Reasoning-Relate is 

a framework that helps students to build skills in scientific reasoning, data analysis, and 
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conceptual understanding beyond the base concept being illustrated within the lab activity.  

The activities included within the biology curriculum are an overview of different aspects 

of the study of life. Throughout the course, students will learn about everything from atoms and 

molecules to population variation of species. Laboratory activities were specifically selected due 

to their ability to demonstrate key concepts related to each topic as well as allowing students 

independent exploration. The CERR graphic organizer was put together in a way that maximized 

scientific writing support. It has been shown that scientific discourse in the classroom, when 

guided by the CERR framework, increased high-level thinking about the content and students 

made more profound connections within the material (Short et al., 2020).  

The scaffolding within the graphic organizers faded out at an extremely slow pace to 

provide time for students to practice skills in scientific discussion and argumentation. As 

students become accustomed to the process, scaffolds are removed from the organizers and 

students are expected to elaborate more fully in response to the prompts. Both generic 

scaffolding and content-specific scaffolding are beneficial to students’ skill development (Delen 

& Krajcik, 2016). Within the early graphic organizers, skeletal prompts and response prompts 

were used to develop students content-specific language skills. General prompts such as bullet 

points were used later on as a means of reminding students when information should be added. 

The end result is a graphic organizer with minimum scaffolding in the hopes that students will 

maximize their independence. 

The goal of these CERR graphic organizers is to scaffold students’ ability to create a 

well-developed and supported scientific argument. By the end of the curriculum, students should 

be able to create a claim, defend it in a well-reasoned manner, include supportive evidence, and 

relate the concept to the world around them. 
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Appendix: Labs and Graphic Organizers 

➢ Slug Lab  
➢ Scientific Method - Senses Lab 
➢ Investigation of pH of Common Household SubstancesLab 
➢ Lactase Enzyme Activity with Data Analysis Lab 
➢ Observing Osmosis Lab  
➢ Smelly Balloon Diffusion Lab  
➢ Investigating the Effect of Light Intensity on Photosynthesis Lab 
➢ Chromatography Lab 
➢ Cellular Respiration Lab 
➢ Lungs and Respiration Lab  
➢ Digestive System Lab  
➢ Nervous System Lab 
➢ Flower Dissection Lab 
➢ Human Menstrual Cycle Lab 
➢ Observing Mitosis Lab 
➢ Recombinant DNA Lab 
➢ Point Mutations Lab  
➢ Protein Synthesis Lab  
➢ Common Genetic Traits Lab 
➢ Probability of Inheritance Lab 
➢ Constructing a Human Pedigree Lab  
➢ Shark ID Lab 
➢ Evidences of Evolution Lab  
➢ Fossil Dating Lab  
➢ Identifying Adaptations in Birds Lab  
➢ Too Many Bears Lab 
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Lab # _______: Investigation of pH of Common Household Substances 

Name: _______________________________________  Date: _____________  Class: ____________  

Question: Are substances X, Y, and Z acids, bases, or neutral? 
 
Procedure - Part I: Using Indicators as a Test for Acid/Base/Neutral 

1. Place a few drops of each test substance into two depressions of the spot plate. 

2. Using forceps, dip one-half of a piece of the blue litmus paper into the first depression and record 
if there is a color change. Repeat for red litmus.  Discard the paper. 

3. Place 1-2 drops of phenolphthalein into the same sample (in the first depression) you just tested 
with the blue and red litmus paper. Record any color change in the data table.  (Phenolphthalein 
will change from clear to pink, if there is a color change.) 

4. In the second depression of the same substance (DO NOT USE THE DEPRESSION YOU JUST 
PLACED PHENOLPHTHALEIN DROPS IN!!!), place 1-2 drops of methyl orange. Record 
any color change in the data table.  (Methyl orange will change from orange to red, if there is a 
color change.) 

5. Repeat for all substances. 

Data Table 1: Color Changes Observed Using Indicators 

 Indicator  

Substance Litmus paper Phenolphthalein 
Methyl  
Orange 

Acid/Base/ 
Neutral 

Baking Soda 
Blue → ________ 
Red → ________ 

Clear →  Orange →  Base 

Water 
Blue → ________ 
Red → ________ 

Clear →  Orange →  Neutral 

Lemon Juice 
Blue → ________ 
Red → ________ 

Clear →  Orange →  Acid 

Soap 
Blue → ________ 
Red → ________ 

Clear →  Orange →  Base 
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Vinegar 
Blue → ________ 
Red → ________ 

Clear →  Orange →  Acid 

7. Use the information you gathered in Data Table 1 to determine the expected indicator results for 
acids, bases, and neutral substances and complete Data Table 2 (on the next page). 

Data Table 2: Expected Results Using Indicators 

Indicator Acid Base Neutral 

Litmus Paper 
Blue → ________ 
Red → ________ 

Clear →  Orange →  

Phenolphthalein 
Blue → ________ 
Red → ________ 

Clear →  Orange →  

Methyl Orange 
Blue → ________ 
Red → ________ 

Clear →  Orange →  

 
Procedure - Part II: Determining Acid/Base/Neutral of Unknown Substances 

1. Obtain samples X, Y and Z.   
2. Follow the same procedure in Part I (from page one) to complete Data Table 3. 

 
Data Table 3: Mystery Substances 

 Indicator  

Substance Litmus paper Phenolphthalein 
Methyl  
Orange 

Acid/Base/ 
Neutral 

X 
Blue → ________ 
Red → ________ 

Clear →  Orange →   

Y 
Blue → ________ 
Red → ________ 

Clear →  Orange →   

Z 
Blue → ________ 
Red → ________ 

Clear →  Orange →   

 
Procedure - Part III: Results using pH Paper 

1. Obtain baking soda, water, lemon juice, soap, vinegar, X, Y and Z. 
2. For each substance - place a few drops into a depression of the spot plate. 
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3. Using forceps, dip one-half of a piece of pH paper into the first substance.  
4. Compare the color change to the chart on the paper container.  Record the number in Data Table 4. 
5. Discard the paper.  Repeat for all substances listed below. 

 
Data Table 4: pH Paper Results 

Substance pH value Substance pH value Substance pH value Substance pH value 

Baking Soda  Water  Vinegar  Y  

Lemon Juice  Soap  X  Z  

Procedure - Part IV: pH Scale 
1. Fill in the numbers that are missing in order to complete the pH scale below. 
2. Plot the substances that you tested from Data Table 4 on the pH scale. 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

14 0 
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Lactase Enzyme Activity 
with Data Analysis 
Simulation at 

https://forio.com/simulate/jdarkow/lactase-enzyme-actions-with-data-analysis/run/ 
 

Pre-Lab 
 
1. Define the following and explain how each relates to the lactase chemical reaction. 
➔ Enzyme 

 
 
➔ Substrate 

 
 
➔ Active site 

 
 
➔ Rate of reaction 

 
 
➔ Activation Energy 

 
 
 
 
2. What is the chemical reaction that lactase catalyzes? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. Explain how the structure of an enzyme relates to how well the function catalyzes chemical reactions. 
 
 
 
 
 

Work of Jon Darkow, jondarkow.com 

https://forio.com/simulate/jdarkow/lactase-enzyme-actions-with-data-analysis/run/


 

 

Simulation 1: Temperature 
1. Start with the initial glucose at 500 mg/dL and the pH at 7. Do not vary these parameters while testing 
for temperature, they are environmental controls. The temperature is in degrees Celsius.  
Be sure to show the instructor your method for calculating the  rate of reaction for the first 3 
minutes  before going on. The units should be mg/dL glucose per minute. 
Vary the temperature by 20 oC. Run each experiment 5 times (for reliability in the results.) Record the rate 
of reaction  in the table below. The rate of reaction  should be in mg/dL of glucose per minute.  
 

 
2. Make a bar graph  below that shows the temperatures on the x axis and the average rate of reaction on 
the y axis. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Work of Jon Darkow, jondarkow.com 

 0 oC  20 oC  40 oC  60 oC  80 oC  

Trial 1      

Trial 2      

Trial 3      

Trial 4      

Trial 5      

Average      



 

 
Simulation 2: pH 
3. Start with the initial glucose at 500 mg/dL and the temperature at 25 degrees Celsius. Do not vary 
these parameters while testing for pH, they are environmental controls.  
Be sure to show the instructor your method for calculating the  rate of reaction for the first 3 
minutes  before going on. The units should be mg/dL glucose per minute. 
Vary the temperature by a pH of 2. Run each experiment 5 times (for reliability in the results.) Record the 
rate of reaction  in the table below. The rate of reaction  should be in mg/dL of glucose per minute.  

 
4. Make a bar graph  below that shows the temperatures on the x axis and the average rate of reaction on 
the y axis. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Work of Jon Darkow, jondarkow.com 

pH 1 4 7 10 13 

Trial 1      

Trial 2      

Trial 3      

Trial 4      

Trial 5      

Mean      



 

 
5. Based on your data which variable (temperature or ph) affected the rate of enzyme action the most? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6. Why do you think having the enzyme lactase as an adult would be an evolutionary advantage? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Work of Jon Darkow, jondarkow.com 
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Smelly Balloons Diffusion Activity 
 
 
 
Materials  

● 6 balloons of 2 different colors (3 of each color) 
● 2 Flavor extracts  
● 1 Pipet for each extract  

 
 
Pre-Lab Set-Up  

1. Select 6 balloons of 2 different colors. Use a different colored balloon for each extract. 
2.  Stretch each balloon several times. 
3. Using a pipet, add 5 mL of a flavor extract to each balloon. Insert the pipet tip well inside 

the balloon before squeezing the extract into the balloon. To make this step easier, have 
one group member stretch the opening of the balloon while another group member pipets 
the extract.  

4. Note which extract is placed in the balloon. 
5. Blow up the balloon and tie it shut. Make sure that when you blow up the balloon you do 

not tip the extract up into your mouth.  
 
 
Procedure 

1. Get in groups of 4 with a balloon taped to the desk. 
2. Record your observations about what you smell for the next 3 minutes.  
3. Stand at different distances from the balloon and record what you smell or don’t smell. 

Try gently tapping the balloon. Move the balloon from side to side. Come up with other 
ways of interacting with the balloon without removing it from the table . 

4. Record 5-10 observations in the table below for each scented balloon. Explain how you 
interacted with the balloon and what you observed. Example: “I could not smell it when I 
stood 5ft away from the balloon.” 

5. When the timer goes off, move your group to the next balloon and repeat steps 3 and 4 
with the new balloon and scent.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Vanilla Extract Observations 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Peppermint Extract Observations 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Smelly Balloons Conclusion Questions:  
 
 

1. Why do you think we stretched the balloons before we added the extract and inflated 
them? Do you think that if we had not stretched the balloons, we would have found a 
difference in our results? Explain. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

2. Was this lab an example of diffusion or osmosis? How do you know?  
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. Was any energy required in order for the extract to diffuse through the balloon? What 
type of transport was represented in this lab? 

 
 
 
 
 
  

4. Compare the balloon to the selectively permeable membrane that contains our cells. How 
are the two alike? How are they different? 
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Investigating the Effect of  
Light Intensity on Photosynthesis 
 
Introduction 
In order to carry out photosynthesis, a plant must have light. But how much light? Some plants 
need a lot of light. Others seem to thrive in shade. Does more light lead to more 
photosynthesis? In this investigation, you will examine how the intensity of light affects 
photosynthesis. 
 
Problem 
How does light intensity affect photosynthesis? 
 
Pre-Lab 
Read the entire investigation. Then, work with a partner to answer the following questions. 
 

1. What are the products of photosynthesis? Which of these products is released from 
leaves as gas? 

____________________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 

2. What can you tell about photosynthesis if a leaf begins to produce more gas bubbles? 
Fewer gas bubbles? 

____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 

3. What are the dependent and independent variables in this experiment? Identify one 
control variable. 

____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 

4. Predict how you think the intensity of light will affect photosynthesis. 
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
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Materials 
Test tube watch or clock with seconds indicator 
400 mL beaker plastic gloves 
Freshly cut sprig of evergreen 
Forceps 
Source of bright light 
Sodium bicarbonate solution 
Hand lens 
 
Safety 
Wear your safety goggles and laboratory apron at all times during this investigation. Be careful 
not to break any glassware.  
 
Procedure 

1. Working with a partner, completely fill a test tube and a beaker with a sodium 
bicarbonate solution. Sodium bicarbonate will provide a source of carbon dioxide. 
 

2. Using forceps, place a sprig of evergreen about halfway down in the test tube. Be sure 
that the cut end of the sprig points downward in the test tube. 
 

 
 

3. Cover the mouth of the test tube with your thumb and turn the test tube upside down. Try 
not to trap any air bubbles in the test tube. 
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4. Place the mouth of the test tube under the surface of the sodium bicarbonate solution in 

the beaker. Remove your thumb from the mouth of the test tube. 

 
5. Gently lower the test tube inside the beaker so that the test tube leans against the side 

of the beaker. 
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6. Put the beaker in a place where it will receive normal room light. Using a hand lens, 
count the number of bubbles produced by the sprig in the test tube for 5 minutes. Record 
the number of bubbles in the data table. 
 

7. Darken the room and count the number of bubbles produced again for 5 minutes. 
Record the number in the data table. 
 

8. Turn up the lights in the room and shine a bright light on the sprig. Count the number of 
bubbles produced in 5 minutes. Record the number in the data table. 

Data Table 
 

 
Analysis and Conclusions 
 

1. From what part of the sprig (stem or needle) did the bubble emerge? 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 

2. What intensity of light produced the greatest number of bubbles? 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 

3. How does light intensity affect the rate of photosynthesis? 
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 

4. How do your results compare with those of your classmates? Are they similar or 
different? How can you account for any differences in the numbers of bubbles 
produced? Can you identify any trends even if the actual numbers differ? 

____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ 
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Light Intensity Number of Bubbles Produced in 5 minutes 

Room Light  

Dim Light  

Bright light  



Going Further 
Perform the activity again using a different concentration of sodium bicarbonate solution. 
 
Concentration of sodium bicarbonate solution: ______________________ 
 
Why did you test the new sodium bicarbonate solution only under room light? 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
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Light Intensity Number of Bubbles Produced in 5 minutes 

Room Light  
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Name: _____________________________________________  Class: _______________________ 
 

Chromatography Lab 
 
 In order to convert solar energy into chemical energy, plants must first be able to 
absorb the solar energy.  The absorption of solar energy is done with the aid of pigments.  
Pigments are molecules that are capable of absorbing certain wavelengths of visible white 
light.  White light is made of many wavelengths which produce a variety of colors when they 
reflect off of molecules and make their way to our eyes.  Plants usually appear green because 
the main pigment in plants (chlorophyll) is good at absorbing blue and red wavelengths of 
light but not good at absorbing green.  Therefore, green light reflects off of plants and makes 
it to our eyes, making plants appear green. 
 
 Chlorophyll is not the only pigment in plant cells, making it so plants have the ability to 
absorb the solar energy from a variety of wavelengths of light.  To isolate and observe 
different pigments in a sample, scientists use a technique called chromatography.  
Chromatography relies on solvents which dissolve the pigments in a sample.  Because 
different pigments have different chemical properties they do not all dissolve as well.  
Because of this, the pigments will eventually separate from one another, making them 
individually visible. 
 
Question (to be answered with your claim at the end of the lab):  What pigments are present in 
a spinach leaf? 
 
Materials: 

● Spinach leaves 
● A test tube and test tube rack 
● A coin (preferably a penny) 
● 5 ml of Acetone 
● 10 cm strip of chromatography paper 
● Pencil 
● Safety Glasses / Goggles 
● Ruler 

 
Safety: Acetone is very flammable and gives off fumes.  Be careful handling acetone, make 
sure to waft fumes, and make sure to wear safety glasses / goggles. 
 
Preparation of chromatography paper: 

1. Get in your lab group and gather materials 
2. Take the 10 cm strip of chromatography paper, ruler, and pencil and make a light pencil 

line 2 cm up from the bottom of the paper 
3. Make a light pencil line 1 cm down from the top of the paper 
4. Make a horizontal fold in the chromatography paper at the 1 cm line 
5. Place the leaf over the chromatography paper and line up the ruler over the 2cm pencil 

line 



 

 
6. Using the coin, press down firmly and roll the edge of the coin along the edge of the 

paper so that a clear green line appears on the chromatography paper 
7. Repeat step 6 with fresh pieces of the leaf until the green line is vivid and dark 

 
Separation of pigments: 

1. Place your test tube in a test tube rack and bring it up to your teacher 
a. Your teacher will dispense 5 ml of acetone into to the test tube 

2. Hang the folded end of the chromatography paper on the edge of the test tube 
3. Make sure that everything remains still 
4. Observe the acetone slowly moving up the chromatography paper 
5. Once the solvent moves ¾ of the way up the paper, remove it from the test tube 
6. Place the chromatography paper on a paper towel to dry 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Record Data: 
1. Label the band that traveled the greatest distance #1, the next #2, the next #3 and so on 
… 

 

 
2. Describe the color of each band in data table #1 
3. Measure the distance from the first pencil line to the solvent front  
4. Measure the distance from the first pencil line to each of the numbered bands 

a. Record the values in data table #1 
5. Calculate the Rf values for each pigment and record the values in data table 1 
6. Use the reference table to determine the name of all the pigments 

 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Lab Questions: 

1. Illustrate the results of the chromatogram on the diagram  

 
2. How do you think the results would differ if you had used spinach leaves which had 

been stored in a dark room for five days before the experiment?  Explain your answer. 
 
 
 
 

3. The spinach leaf looks green, but your chromatogram demonstrated that other 
pigments are in the leaf as well.  Why can you not readily see the other pigments in the 
leaf? 

 
 
 

4. What is the function of pigments in photosynthesis? 
 
 

5. Would you expect a plant to grow well in only green light?  Explain. 
 
 

6. In which colors of light do you think that a plant would grow best?  Explain. 
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Name____________________________________________________ 
Class_________________________________ 
 

Cellular Respiration Lab 
 
The purpose of this experiment is to: 

● Define the term indicator 
● Determine what happens to bromothymol blue in the presence of carbon dioxide 
● Determine how exercise effects the production of carbon dioxide 

 
Materials: 
 Test tubes   Bromothymol Blue 
 Graduated cylinder  Straws 
 Water    Pipette 
 Stop watch (clock)  Marker 
 
Procedure: 

1. Make a prediction: What will happen to the rate of carbon dioxide production with exercise? 
 
 
 

2. Using a pipette add approximately 2 mL of water into each of three test tubes. 
3. Add three drops of bromothymol blue to each tube and tap each tube gently to mix. 
4. Next choose roles: one student will be the exerciser and one will be the timer. 
5. The exerciser should sit for five minutes without any type of movement or exertion (resting). 
6. While your partner times you, slowly blow air through a straw into the bottom of the test tube. 

DO NOT INHALE THROUGH THE STRAW 
7. When the solution changes color from blue to yellow or greenish your partner should say stop and 

note the time. (See table) 
8. Next jog in place for one minute. 
9. Repeat steps 6-8 using test tube 2. 
10. Record how long the color change took. (see table) 
11. Choose another exercise that you think takes more energy than jogging in place for one minute.  

Describe this activity below. 
  

 
12. Perform this exercise for one minute. 
13. Repeat steps 6-8 using test tube 3. 
14. Record the new exercise time. 
15. Now switch roles so that your partner completes the same processes.  Your partner must do the 

same exercise for tube 3. 
 



Name Time 1 (Resting) Time 2 (Jogging) Time 3 (More intense) 

 
 

   

 
 

   

Average 
 

   

 
Analysis: Using data from your lab group to answer the following questions. 
 

1. What are the average times for each of the three tubes? 
a. Resting: 

 
 

b. Jogging: 
 
 

c. More intense: 
 
 

 
2. Make a bar graph using the average times.  Be sure to label the X and Y axes appropriately, give 

the graph a title, and write a figure legend. 
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Nervous System Lab Instructions 
 

Introduction: 
 The human nervous system is composed of the brain and spinal cord (Central Nervous 

System, CNS) and the nerves which branch out from the CNS, the Peripheral Nervous System 
(PNS). Sensory neurons of the PNS carry information to the CNS. Signals from the brain are 
carried to motor neurons (PNS), which carry out responses by muscles.  
 

In this lab, you will be comparing the rate at which sensory neurons, working through 
the brain, can elicit responses via motor neurons. We will also be mapping out the density of 
sensory neurons on the skin and mapping out your visual blind spot as well as acoustic testing. 
 
Purpose: To identify differences in the nervous system based on reaction response time and 
nerve density.  
 
Station 1: Reaction time  
 
Part A – Arm and shoulder.  
 
Each group will be equipped with a meter stick. Every group member will complete ALL of the 
following tests in Station 1. 

1. Have the group member stand upright, with their arms extended straight out in front of the 
body, palms of the hands facing each other. The palms should be 10 cm apart.  

2. Place the meter stick exactly in the middle of the palms, with the 50 cm mark at the TOP of the 
index finger. The meter stick should be oriented so that “0” end is down and the “100” end is 
up.  

3. Once you are organized, another group member will hold the top of the stick, and then let go 
(DO NOT WARN THEM OR COUNT DOWN). The meter stick’s fall should be stopped by bringing 
the arms together to stop the fall of the meter stick. 

4.  Record the distance that the stick fell by looking at the measurement lines on the meter stick 
that align with the index fingers as the palms hold the stick.  

a. Final position cm - 50.0 cm = Distance traveled  
5. Repeat this process two more times, recording your data in the table you have on your lab.  

 
Part B – Thumb and Index finger.  

1. Have the group member stand upright, with their right arm extended straight out in front of 
the body, with the thumb and forefinger separated by 10 cm.  

2. As before, place the meter stick at the 50 cm mark between the finger and thumb, with the 50 
cm mark aligned with the top of the index finger.  

3. Release the stick, and record the distance that the meter stick falls before the student catches 
it.  

4. Repeat this process two more times, recording your data in the table you have on your lab.  



Station 2: Mapping Nerve Endings  
 
Each group will be equipped with a metric ruler and two pins. Every group member will 
complete ALL of the following tests in Station 2. Groups will use the 2 pins to determine the 
distance between sensory neurons on several areas of the skin.  
 

1. Sit in a chair with your eyes closed. 
2. A group member needs to touch (don’t poke) the skin in each of the areas below with 

the two pins, beginning 2 cm apart.  
3. Move the pin heads toward each other, lifting and touching each time, until the person 

(eyes still closed) reports that they feel the sensation of only one pin touching them.  
4. Record the distance between the pins in millimeters at which the person can no longer 

distinguish that there are two pins touching them, and feel only one.  
5. Repeat this two more times for each area of the body that you are to test.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Station 3:  Temperature Effect on Neurons 
 
Every group member will complete ALL of the following tests in Station 3.  
 

1. Get your hand wet and attempt to pick up as many pennies as you can in 30 seconds.  
You must pick them up from the desk with their fingertips, NOT slide them to the edge.  
You can only pick up one at a time.  If possible the person chosen should NOT have long 
finger nails.   

2. Record the number.   
3. Then immerse your hand in ice water for at least 1 minute 30 seconds.  The sensations 

they feel should go from cold, to pain, to numbness.  Then time them again for 30 
seconds at picking up pennies.  Compare the two counts.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Station 4:  Mapping the Blind Spot 
 
Part A: Find Your Blind Spot 
 

1. Hold the index card at eye level about an arm’s length away. Make sure that the cross is on the right. 
2. Close your right eye and look directly at the cross with your left eye. Notice that you can also see the 

dot. 
3. Focus on the cross, but be aware of the dot as you slowly bring the card toward your face. The dot will 

disappear, and then reappear, as you bring the card toward your face. Try moving the card closer and 
farther to pinpoint exactly where this happens. 

4. Now close your left eye and look directly at the dot with your right eye. This time the cross will 
disappear and reappear as you bring the card slowly toward your face. 

 
Part B: Fill in your blind spot: 
 

1. Use a new card and draw a straight line across the index card, from one edge to the other, through the 
center of the cross and the dot, and try again. Notice that when the dot disappears, the line appears to be 
continuous, without a gap where the dot used to be. Your brain automatically “fills in” the blind spot 
with a simple extrapolation of the image surrounding the blind spot. This is why you don’t notice the 
blind spot in your day-to-day observations of the world. 

Part C: Measure the size of your blind spot: 
 

1. Take a new card and mark a cross near the left edge of a 3 × 5 card. Hold the card about 10 inches from 
your face. (It's helpful to use a meter stick or ruler to measure this distance; you'll need it to calculate the 
size of your blind spot.) 

2. Close your left eye and look directly at the cross with your right eye. Have a partner move a pen across 
the card until the point of the pen disappears in your blind spot. Mark the places where the pen point 
disappears. Use the pen to trace the shape and size of your blind spot on the card. Then you can measure 
the diameter of the blind spot on the card (see equation below).  

3. Redo with left eye. 

 In our simple model, we are assuming that the eye behaves like a pinhole camera, with the pupil as the 
pinhole. In such a model, the pupil is 0.78 in (2 cm) from the retina. Light travels in a straight line through 
the pupil to the retina. Similar triangles can then be used to calculate the size of the blind spot on your 
retina. The simple equation for this calculation is   s/2 = d/D 

x where s is the size of the blind spot on your retina (in cm) 
x d is the diameter of the blind spot on the card 
x D is the distance from your eye to the card (in the examples above, 10 in [25 cm] or the length of 

your arm, roughly 2–2.5 feet (60–75 cm).  
x Note that d and D must always be expressed in the same units, whether inches or centimeters. 
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Name _________________________

Observing Mitosis Lab

Background:  
In a growing plant root, the cells at the tip of the root are constantly dividing to allow the 

root to grow.  Because each cell divides independently of the others, a root tip contains cells 
at different stages of the cell cycle.  This makes a root tip an excellent tissue to study the 
stages of cell division.

Materials:
microscope prepared slides of onion (allium) root tips

Procedure:
1.  Get one microscope for your lab group and carry it to your lab desk with two hands.  Make 
sure that the low power objective is in position and that the diaphragm is open to the widest 
setting.

2.  Obtain a prepared slide of an onion root tip (there will be three root tips on a slide).  Hold 
the slide up to the light to see the pointed ends of the root sections.  This is the root tip where 
the cells were actively dividing.  (The root tips were freshly sliced into thin sections, then 
preserved when the slide was prepared.)

3.  Place the slide on the microscope stage with the root tips pointing away from you.  Using 
the low-power objective to find a root tip, and focus it with the coarse adjust until it is clearly 
visible.  Just above the root “cap” is a region that contains many new small cells.  The larger 
cells of this region were in the process of dividing when the slide was made.  These are the 
cells that you will be observing.  Center the image, then switch to high power.

4.  Observe the box-like cells that are arranged in rows.  The chromosomes of the cells have 
been stained to make them easily visible.  Select one cell whose chromosomes are clearly 
visible.  (If you need to change the focus when using high power, 
remember to only use the fine adjust!)

5.  Sketch the cell that you selected in the box on the right.

6.  Look around at the cells again.  Select four other cells whose 
internal appearances are different from each other and the first 
one that you sketched.  Sketch them in the boxes below.



7.  As you look at the cells of the root tip, you may notice that some cells seem to be empty 
inside (there is no dark nucleus or visible chromosomes).  This is because these cells are 
three dimensional, but we are looking at just thin slices of them.  (If you slice a hard boiled egg 
at random, would you definitely see the yolk in your slice?  No.)  We want to continue to look 
at the cells, but we will ignore any where we cannot see the genetic material (dark areas).

8.  Looking along the rows of cells, identify what stage each cell is in.  Use the photos below as a 
guide.

Interphase Prophase Metaphase Anaphase Telophase

  

(dark mass) (chromosomes (chromosomes (pulling (two nuclei)
   visible but    lining up   apart)
  not organized)   along equator)

9.  Use the data table to record the number of cells that you see in each of the stages.  The 
easiest way to do this is for one person to look through the microscope, going along each row 
of cells.  For each cell, say out loud what stage the cell appears to be in.  Another student can 
make tally marks for each stage.

Telophase

Anaphase

Metaphase

Prophase

Interphase

Number of cells in the Stage:Stage of Cell Cycle



Analysis & Conclusions:

1.  What stage were the majority of the cells in?

2.  What percentage of the cells were in each stage?

Interphase

Prophase

Metaphase

Anaphase

Telophase

3.  What evidence shows that mitosis is a continuous process, not a series of separate 
events?

4.  The onion plant began as a single cell.  That cell had X number of chromosomes.  (The 
exact number does not matter, we will just call that number “X”.)  How many chromosomes 
are in each of the cells that you observed?  (Give the answer in terms of X.)  How do you 
know?

5.  If this onion would reproduce sexually, it would need to produce sperm and/or eggs 
by the process of meiosis.  After meiosis, how many chromosomes would be in each 
sex cell (in terms of X)?

6.  If this onion would complete the process of sexual reproduction (fertilizing an egg cell), 
how many chromosomes would be in the zygotes that are produced (in terms of X)?
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Recombinant DNA Lab      Name:___________________________ 
 

 
Introduction: 
 
In order to remove a gene from one cell and insert it into another cell, the gene must be cut from the original 
chromosome and implanted into the one in the recipient cell. This is accomplished by using special 
chemicals called restriction enzymes. These enzymes recognize a specific sequence of nucleotides and cuts 
the DNA at this specific location leaving “sticky ends”. If the cell receiving the gene is cut with the same 
enzyme, it will have the same sticky ends, and will accept the new gene. Another enzyme called ligase, is 
used to glue the spliced ends together. 
 
This technique is used to place mammalian genes into bacterial cells, so that the bacteria can produce the 
protein coded for by the mammalian gene. For example, if the human gene for the production of insulin is 
inserted into a bacterial cell, the altered bacterium will produce insulin. As the bacterial cell divides, the 
offspring will also have the ability to produce insulin.  
 
 
Objective: 
 

x Simulate how genes are removed from one cell and inserted into another 
x Explain why genetic engineering is important  

 
 
Materials: 
 

x Tape 
x Washable Markers (Red) 
x Colored Pencils (Blue and Yellow) 

 
 
Procedure: 
 

1. Obtain a baggie with the Bacterial Plasmid and the Human Chromosome. 
 
2. The Bacteria Plasmid is Blue and the Human Chromosome is Yellow. 

 
3. For this exercise we will use the restriction enzyme known as EcoR1. This particular enzyme 

recognizes the following sequence of DNA: 
 
5’ …GAATTC… 3’ 
3’ …CTTAAG… 5’ 

 
Find this sequence in 2 different locations on the human chromosome. Once you found this sequence 
twice, draw a red line in both locations just like in the diagram below: 
 

5’ …|G A A T T C… 3’ 
3’ …|C T T A A G… 5’ 

 

 



4. Repeat step #3, except this time do it to the Bacteria Plasmid. You will find this same sequence twice 
again. 

 
5. Fold the Human Chromosome along the red lines you have drawn. 

 
6. Insert the folded Human Chromosome between the lines you have drawn on the Bacterial Plasmid 

and tape it down. 
 

7. Draw the new Bacteria Plasmid into the box on the last page.  Make sure to color it appropriately. 
 
 
Questions: 
 

1. The process in this laboratory is called Recombinant DNA, sometimes referred to as Genetic 
Engineering or Gene splicing. Give a brief summary of what you did. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. What is the small yellow section in your newly constructed Bacteria Plasmid?  
 
 
 

3. Why is that yellow strand there? 
 
 
 
 
 

4. List four uses how Recombinant DNA benefits our society. 
 
1) 

 
2) 

 
3) 

 
4) 

5. What enzyme does the folding represent in this process? 
 
 
 

6. What enzyme does the tape represent in this model? 
 
 
 



7. Why would a gene for producing Human insulin be inserted into a Bacterium? 
 
 
 
 
 
 

8. Once the Human DNA is inserted into one Bacterium, how do scientists get large numbers or more of 
this same Genetically Engineered Bacterium quickly? 

 
 

New Bacteria Plasmid 
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Ĩ�ʕ�

¤ĐŌãƓĐ

¤ĐŌãƓĐɾ� ĐŠƁŌĐ�ĦƅŠœ�ƓįĐ�ƋãœĐ�ƅãăĐ�ƓĐŕĉ�ƓŠ�įãƯĐ�ã�ưĳĉĐ�ƅãŕĨĐ�ŠĦ�ĨĐŕĐƓĳă�
ĉĳƯĐƅƋĳƓƶʄ�Ðįƶ�ĉŠ�ƁĐŠƁŌĐ�ŠĦ�ƓįĐ�ƋãœĐ�ƅãăĐ�įãƯĐ�ã�ŌŠƓ�ŠĦ�ƋĳœĳŌãƅ�ƁįƶƋĳăãŌ�
ĦĐãƓƙƅĐƋ�ĳĦ�ƓįĐƶ�įãƯĐ�Ƌƙăį�ĉĳƯĐƅƋĳƓƶʅ

&RPPRQ�*HQHWLF�7UDLWV�/DE











£ƙĐƋƓĳŠŕ�ʑưįãƓ�ãƅĐ�ưĐ�ƓĐƋƓĳŕĨʅʒɾ

$Ōãĳœ�ʑƁƅĐĉĳăƓĳŠŕʒɾ

3ƯĳĉĐŕăĐ�ʑĉãƓãʒɾ
Ɣ

�
Ɣ �

Ɣ �

¤ĐãƋŠŕĳŕĨ�ʑÐįãƓ�ĉŠĐƋ�ƓįĐ�ĉãƓã�œĐãŕʅʒɾ

$Ōãĳœ�ʕ�3Ư
ĳĉĐŕăĐ�

ʕ�¤ĐãƋŠŕĳŕ
Ĩ�ʕ�

¤ĐŌãƓĐ

¤ĐŌãƓĐɾ�UƋ�ƓįĐƅĐ�ã�ƓƅãĳƓ�ƓįãƓ�ƶŠƙ�ňŕŠư�ƶŠƙ�ĨŠƓ�ĦƅŠœ�ã�ƋƁĐăĳǆă�ƁãƅĐŕƓʅ�ÐįãƓ�
ĉŠĐƋ�ƓįãƓ�œĐãŕ�ãāŠƙƓ�ƓįĐ�ĉŠœĳŕãŕăĐ�ŠĦ�ƓįãƓ�ƁãƅĐŕƓʟƋ�ĨĐŕĐʅ

3UREDELOLW\�RI�,QKHULWDQFH�/DE







$Ōãĳœ�ʑƁƅĐĉĳăƓĳŠŕʒɾ

¤ĐãƋŠŕĳŕĨ�ʑÐįãƓ�ĉŠĐƋ�ƓįĐ�ĉãƓã�œĐãŕʅʒɾ

$Ōãĳœ�ʕ�3Ư
ĳĉĐŕăĐ�ʕ�

¤ĐãƋŠŕĳŕĨ�
ʕ�¤ĐŌãƓĐ

¤ĐŌãƓĐ�ʑ$ŠŕŕĐăƓĳŠŕ�ƓŠ�ƓįĐ�ƅĐãŌ�ưŠƅŌĉʅʒɾ�

3ƯĳĉĐŕăĐ�ʑĉãƓãʒɾ

&RQVWUXFWLQJ�D�+XPDQ�3HGLJUHH�/DE













$Ōãĳœ�ʑ ƅĐĉĳăƓĳŠŕʒɾ

3ƯĳĉĐŕăĐ�ʑĉãƓãʒɾ

¤ĐãƋŠŕĳŕĨ�ʑÐįãƓ�ĉŠĐƋ�ĳƓ�œĐãŕʅʒɾ

$Ōãĳœ�ʕ�3Ư
ĳĉĐŕăĐ�ʕ�

¤ĐãƋŠŕĳŕĨ�
ʕ�¤ĐŌãƓĐ

¤ĐŌãƓĐ�ʑ$ŠŕŕĐăƓĳŠŕ�ƓŠ�ƓįĐ�ƅĐãŌ�ưŠƅŌĉʅʒɾ�

6KDUN�,'�/DE















3ƯĳĉĐŕăĐ�ʑĉãƓãʒɾ

¤ĐãƋŠŕĳŕĨ�ʑưįãƓ�ĉŠĐƋ�ĳƓ�œĐãŕʅʒɾ

$Ōãĳœ�ʕ�3Ư
ĳĉĐŕăĐ�ʕ�

¤ĐãƋŠŕĳŕĨ�
ʕ�¤ĐŌãƓĐ

¤ĐŌãƓĐ�ʑ$ŠŕŕĐăƓĳŠŕ�ƓŠ�ƓįĐ�ƅĐãŌ�ưŠƅŌĉʅʒɾ

$Ōãĳœ�ʑ ƅĐĉĳăƓĳŠŕʒɾ

(YLGHQFHV�RI�(YROXWLRQ�/DE













3ƯĳĉĐŕăĐɾ

¤ĐãƋŠŕĳŕĨɾ

$Ōãĳœ�ʕ�3Ư
ĳĉĐŕăĐ�ʕ�

¤ĐãƋŠŕĳŕĨ�
ʕ�¤ĐŌãƓĐ

¤ĐŌãƓĐɾ

$Ōãĳœɾ

)RVVLO�'DWLQJ�/DE



















$Ōãĳœɾ

3ƯĳĉĐŕăĐɾ

ƅĐãƋŠŕĳŕĨɾ

$Ōãĳœ�ʕ�3Ư
ĳĉĐŕăĐ�ʕ�

¤ĐãƋŠŕĳŕĨ�
ʕ�¤ĐŌãƓĐ

¤ĐŌãƓĐɾ

,GHQWLI\LQJ�$GDSWDWLRQV�LQ�%LUGV�/DE













$ɾ

3ɾ

ƅɾ

$Ōãĳœ�ʕ�3Ư
ĳĉĐŕăĐ�ʕ�

¤ĐãƋŠŕĳŕĨ�
ʕ�¤ĐŌãƓĐ

¤ɾ

7RR�0DQ\�%HDUV�/DE


